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ABSTRACT 

A stable aspect of adole~cent property offending has been 

coincidence of the peak age of such offences with the last year of 

compulsory schooling. This fact is taken as the focus of three 

epidemiological analyses. These were: 

1. A survey of child welfare records of adolescent property 

offences for Hamilton, N.z., in 1971. 

2. The collection of teacher ratings of behaviour for a delinquent 

sample and a random sample, in the classroom situation. 

3. Investigation of an unexpected finding, the disappearance of 

the peak age in Scotland in 1961. 

Study 1. confirmed earlier work suggesting that the property offences 

of the younger adolescent are more likely to be first offences and 

of a casual, low expertise nature. -It added to such findingq the 

fact that this is not so much an age effect as a difference between 

those attending school and those who have left school. 

Study 2. replicated the well established finding of close association 

between difficult behaviour at school and delinquent acts. It added 

to such studies the fact that while property offending increases 

rapidly in early adolescence, difficult behaviour remains fairly stable. 

Study 3. provided an.unusual example of variation in delinquency rates, 

and showed that children born immediately after World War 2 in Scotland 

were significantly less delinquent than expectation. 

The results of these studies are extensively discussed in relation to a 

general concept of primary deviance, the interaction between socialisation 

and situational or life style variables, and the nature of socialisation 

processes. 



Chapter 1 - Introduction - The Peak Age Effect 

The starting point of this study is a fairly stable feature of the 

official statistics in Britain, which is also shown in New Zealand where 

the main research was carried out. This feature is the high frequency 

of property crime convictions for the age range 14-16 years. Until 

recently there has been a fairly close coincidence between the last 

year of compulsory schooling and the peak age for property offending. 

The use of this phenomenon as a tool for clarifying the variables 

associated with delinquent behaviour is an example of the epidemiological 

approach. This term is used by Gold (1970), who draws an analogy 

with medical investigations which gain some advantage from carefully 

plotting the distribution of cases when an epidemic breaks out. The 

pattern of occurrence gives a much wider set of indicators to work 

from than the symptoms of the individual case. The epidemiological 

approach is strangely under used in the study of delinquency, though 

variations with age, Wootton (1959), Sveri (1960), Power (1962), 

Downs (1966) and other factors like sociologically defined areas 

Shaw & McKay (1969), Morris (1957) have received some attention. The 

failure to look closely at epidemiology probably stems from the 

naive assumption underlying much of the delinquency research, that 

those who are responsible for delinquent acts will be in some way 

different from those who have little or no involvement in delinquent 

acts, and that the nature of these differences will be a sufficient 

explanation of delinquent behaviour. But the development of socio-

psychological thinking from Lewin (1951) onward has stressed a field 

approach in.which iootivational states of the person interact with 

situational factors in determining behaviour, (Yinger, 1965). 



A full account of the variabJes associated with delinciuent beh<1viour 

cannot be expected unless account is taken of the inter<1ction of 

temperament with situational variables, including the different 

life circumstances of different aqe qroups. Conger & Miller (1966) 

have shown that the association between patterns of variables and 

delinquency is different at rlifferent age levels. 

Since Sutherland's attack on the concept of dispositional 

factors (Sutherland, 1947), essentially sociological accounts of 

delinquency, focusing almost entirely on cultural and situational 

variables have been predominont. Such accounts implicitly use 

epidemioloaical knowledge, like the high rate of delinquency in 

adolescence, and in certain nrban areas, but do not test the 

generality of their explanations against the full range of 

epidemiological data. Weaknesses in sociological formulations 

will be discussed later, but one example should clarify the argument. 

From Thrasher (1963) onwards the association between gangfurmation, 

gang membership, has been closely tied on the one hand with delinquency, 

and the other with the social circumstances of those who form gangs. 

But the period of life during which gangs are a factor is much less than 

the age range of criminal behaviour, and is a mainly male phenomenon. 

Thus the accounts linking gang membership and delinquency say 

nothing about the incidence of many criminal acts and are of 

limited generality. This is not a crucial criticism of their value, 

only a statement about their limitations. It is similar to the 

limitations of accounts which stress the personality of delinquents 

without considering situational variables. In the medical field, 

consider the analoqy of cancer research. The highly probable 

link between smoking and lunq cancer leaves unsolved the basic 

problem of why some cells proliferate into malignant tumours. 
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But the demonstrated association is useful both practically and 

theoretically. Conversely, eventual understanding of primary 

variables in the development of cancer will both result from, and 

gain full significance in the context of, detailed epidemiological 

data. The researcher, in delinquency or cancer, who ignores the 

nost relevant epidemiological data is imposing an unwise limitation 

on his field of inquiry. 

The major source of epidemiological data is official statistics, 

and it is clear that these are subject to many biases and represent 

data on only a small proportion of the full incidence of criminal 

acts, but there are several reasons for not abandoning the use of 

criminal statistics altogether. Firstly, there may be areas in 

which the biases are not too great, or can be reasonably well 

estimated. Secondly, the sheer oomprehensiveness of the reporting 

which is organized to compile official data could not readily be 

duplicated by any researcher endeavouring to avoid the known 

deficiencies of official procedures. Finally, in considering the 

deficiencies of criminal statistics it is easy to overlook the 

imprecision of many other measures used in the behavioural sciences. 

The known sources of error in criminal. statistics are perhaps no 

more fatal, given awareness of their existence, than the dangers 

inherent in psychological tests and techniques, or survey procedures. 

Researchers should not, of course, be satisfied with imprecise data, 

but it is possible to derive some benefit from such data. 

points are pursued further in the introduction to Chapters. 

These 
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The major theme of thi~ Rtudy can be best grasped by considering 

the Scottish criminal statistics for 1964, which were the starting 

point of these studies. (Figure 1.1). The crimes which are being 

considered are property crimes only. (Classes II, III and IV in the 

statistics.) These comprised 95.2% of all proven crimes committed 

by juveniles. The restriction to property crimes is made for two 

major reasons. There has been considerable support in recent 

years for the idea that types of criminal act should be distinguished 

in order to provide m:>re specific accounts of criminal behaviour (see 

Hood & Sparks, 1970, for recent review). However the success of 

such differentiation has yet to be clearly dezronstrated. In the 

interim it seems advisable to use relatively horoc,geneous classifications 

where this is practicable. In the present case, the high predomin-

ence of property crimes makes restriction to this category a logical 

step. Another justification for this procedure is the increasing 

radical doubt on the validity of classifying certain behaviours 

as 'criminal' or 'wrong'. One basis for this is humanitarian; the 

belief that legal definitions are implicit value judgements made 

by one section of society against other (less powerful) sections of 

society. This is often quoted in relation to contemporary 

controversies on laws relating to drugs, hut has probably a roc,re 

serious and longer history in relation to some social nuisance 

offences like breach of the peace which varies from clearly disrup

tive behaviour to rather minor contraventions of middle class 

sensitivities. Restricting attention to property crimes does not 

avoid all such criticism, hut does focus on behaviour which is 

clearly disruptive in our present form of society. Also, it is 

worthwhile hearing in mind the following comment by Matza (1969): 

"The appreciation of shift, ambiguity, and pluralism need 
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hardly imply a wholesale repudiation of the idea of common 

morality. Such an inference is the mistake of a rampant 

and mindless relativism. 

In the ultimate case we could simply abandon the term 'delinquency' 

and ask why some individuals kill, assault, or steal, while others 

do not. 

Considering Figure 1.1, th1 ~apid increase in the rate of 
h,, ,. i;. 

property convictions for the ages from 10 to 14 is quite clear, and 

the examination of this increase will be the major aim of this study. 

There is a marked drop off in the rate of offending between the 

ages of 14 and 15, with a slight rise from 15 to 16. The trends 

after this are difficult to ascertain because statistics for ages 

17 to 20 inclusive are combined in the Scottish statistics. 

there is clearly a marked drop in the rate of convictions for 

property offences in late adolescence. 

However, 

The peak effect is very clear for males and the statistics for 

females, although showing a very much smaller rate of offending, 

reveal essentially similar features. Considering only the data on 

males, crimes against the person, while of rare occurrence in terms 

of convictions, increase steadily up to age 16. The figures for 

assault must be interpreted with particular caution. The assaults 

of the younger adolescent occur on the school playground, or in 

someone's backyard, and are dealt with informally. The social 

nuisance offences, breach of the peace, motoring offences, and 

drunkenness, reach a peak in the 17-20 age group, or later. 

(1962) reaches similar conclusions on the overall picture. 

Power 

Returning to our main concern, property offending, the important 

point is to establish the reality of the peak age phenomenon. Mannheim 

(1965) reaffirms his earlier view that the peak at 14 is not sufficiently 
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marked to be regarded as significant, and is most likely to be 

the result of differential willingness to report and prosecute on 

the part of the police and the public. On the other hand Cressey 

(1964) seems to regard this feature of British statistics as being of 

importance and less subject to bias than American figures for similar 

age groups. 

Considering the biases known to exist in the criminal statistics, 

the most likely sources of error would appear to be: 

l. Is it probable that the property offences of thirteen and 

fourteen-year-old boys are more likely to be reported to 

the police than similar offences committed by those slightly 

older or younger2 

2. Is it likely that the police are more efficient in 

detecting thirteen or fourteen-year-old offenders than 

those slightly older or younger? 

3. Is it more likely that a thirteen or fourteen-year-old 

offender will be prosecuted, once detected, than those 

slightly older or younger? 

None of these seems very likely, though a greater willingness 

to prosecute with increasing age of the offender might make the 

distinction between the older and younger offenders partly artifactual. 

If there is a real change in the dynamics of crime from fourteen 

to fifteen years of age, it would be expected that this would be 

reflected in the actual crimes committed. Rhodes (in Carr-Saunders, 

Mannheim and Rhodes, 1942), dealing with statistics for the 

Metropolitan Police District in 1935, 1936 and 1937, when the peak age 

was thirteen, with another peak at sixteen, shows that the property 

crimes of the school age offenders tend to be less serious and 

needing little criminal expertise, compared with those of fourteen, 

fifteen and sixteen-year-old offenders. Simple minor larcenies 
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decreased sharply; larceny of motor cars and breakings other than 

shopbreaking increased. At this time, of course, the school 

leaving age was fourteen, and the age break relevant to our discussion 

is the thirteen to fourteen change. 

Wilkins (1964, pp. 157-162) has shown that, by calculating 

the coefficients of correlation between the crime patterns of 

different age groups, it is possible to show which ages can be 

grouped together on the basis of similar crime patterns. Using 

the incidence of findings of guilt by English juvenile courts, 

1945-1962, the best groupings arc 8-12, 13-14, 15-17, 18-20. The 

most marked division point is between the fourteen-year-old and the 

fifteen-year-old offenders. A further study relevant to the 

general question of a changing pattern of crime is that of P~ch (1956). 

This dealt with boys remanded for psychiatric reports in London. 

Rich classified types of stealing into marauding, proving, comfort-

ing (substitute for affection) and secondary or planned offences. 

Under the age of fifteen, marauding and comforting offences were 

m:>st common, but from fifteen to seventeen the division between the 

four categories was m:>re equal. Gibbens (1963} used the same 

system on a sample of borstal boys, and the results showed a 

dominance of secondary offences followed by marauding. The samples 

used by Rich and Gibbens differ in important respects, but the 

tentative conclusion can be drawn that secondary or planned offences 

are more a feature of the after-school years, though marauding 

offences are frequent throughout. 

From the study of offences, therefore, it can be said that 

the fourteen to fifteen-year-old division appears to be a real one, 

with fourteen representing the peak not of crimes against property 

in the xoost general sense, but of the kinds of crime against property 
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carried out by school age offenders. It seems likely that there 

will be some difference in the social or personal characteristics 

of those who offend before leaving school and those who offend after 

school years. Ferguson (1952), in his investigation of Glasgow school 

leavers in 1947, makes a distinction in his analyses between these 

groups. At this time the school leaving age was fourteen. Of 

the convictions recorded against individuals in the sample, 95 per 

cent were crimes against property. Living in a residential or good 

working-class area, as opposed to poor or slum conditions, is a 

better predictor of non-conviction after leaving school than before. 

Employment outside school hours showed an association with a high 

conviction rate during school years, and a low rate after leaving 

school. Being in stop-gap employment, unskilled work, and earning 

relatively high wages, at age seventeen, were all associated with a 

high conviction rate after leaving school. However, Ferguson shows 

in his further analysis that this latter syndrome is symptomatic of 

low scholastic ability, a factor associated with high conviction 

rate at all ages. Where boys were in better employment at seventeen, 

despite low scholastic ability, conviction rates were lower. The 

evidence of this study does not give any firm grounds for a radical 

differentiation between those who offend while of school age and older 

offenders. But it does suggest that the actual life experiences of 

the individual are very important after leaving school. The risks 

of a slum locality or unstable employment are particularly salient. 

It also shows clearly that the possession of money through out-of

school employment or the high wages of unskilled jobs do not insulate 

from criminal behaviour. The study does throw some light on the 

basic issue. An examination of the criminal careers of boys who 

were convicted more than once shows that only 20 per cent were 

convicted both during and after school days. Ferguson suggests that 
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The factors making for delinquency fall into two groups, one qroup 

-being particularly important during school days and one group 

afterwards. In the first group he suggests that the school environment 

and unfortunate contacts as being of particular relevance, and in 

the second group, work of the qeneral influence associated with it. 

Other factors, such as the general home background, will be 

influential, with varying emphasis throughout. It is interesting 

that in the cases of the mentally or physically handicapped groups, 

which were analysed separately, the distinction cannot be so clearly 

drawn. In each of these groups 50 per cent of those convicted more 

than once were convicted during and after school days. 

Since the Short & Nye study (1958), self report studies have 

added considerable sophistication to our knowledge of the epidemiology 

of criminal behaviour. Unfortunately, very few of them make a 

detailed analysis in terms of age. The only really pertinent 

study is Gold's research in Flint, Michigan (1970) which used a 

thorough interview technique to ascertain offences committed, and 

discussed age patterns in relation to this author's original 

discussion of the peak age phenomenon (McKissack, 1967). Gold's 

findings essentially confirm the pattern suggested by the Scottish 

statistics. 

Thus there does seem to be evidence from a variety of sources 

to suggest that the most frequent occurrence of crimes against property 

is at or soon after age 14, as indicated by the official statistics. 

Much of this evidence is indirect, and shows that the pattern of 

delinquency changes at about age 14, or that different variables 

are associated with delinquency before and after .this approximate 

age. However, one thorough self report study (Gold, 1970) does 

provide a more direct confirmation. 

A major problem of this study has been that the phenomenon 
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which was the starting point of the enquiry has vanished with the 

researcher's movement through time and space. Specifically, the 

peak age for property crimes which was evident in Scotland in 

1964, at age 14, was less clear by 1970 (see Figure 1.2), and 

in New Zealand had not been evident for many years. The present 

New Zealand situation is shown in Figure 1.3. 

In both cases the peak has become a plateau for ages 14, 15 

and 16. Careful examination of related data, however, shows that 

the disappearance of the peak age effect in official statistics 

is not necessarily a sign of a real change in the pattern of property 

offending. One process which could contribute to the disappearance 

of the peak age effect would be a gradual change in prosecution 

policy. With more liberal attitudes towards the treatment of 

juvenile offenders, there would be a reluctance to proceed to a 

court hearing. Such reluctance would be considerably less after 

an adolescent had left school, and demonstrably attained adult 

status. A policy of this kind would reduce the proportion of 

fourteen-year-olds appearing in court in relation to fifteen and 

sixteen-year-olds, although in terms of the actual volume of 

detected acts, the fourteen-year-old group might still represent 

a peak. In the next chapter evidence is presented that, at least 

in the Waikato area of New Zealand, such variation in prosecutions 

does occur. 

A further contribution to the disappearance of the peak age 

effect can be seen in the increasing number of adolescents staying 

on at school after the minimum leaving age. Here, we are antici

pating data (chapter 2) and a discussion (chapter 5), which conclude 

that the risks of involvement in property offending are greater 

for the adolescent in school than for the same individual after 
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fig.13= Property offending-New Zealand 1971 
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Tl\BLE 1.1 

IW!-lDER OF PUPILS J?F.r1l\INING l\T SCI!OOL TO l\.GES 
15 and 16, AND l\S A PERCENTAGE OF COHORT 

(NEW ZEALAND - 1971) 

Aqe 15 -
Still at school 

Group N % of N 
Cohort 

Non-Maori 21,810 90.l 15,148 
Boys 

Non-Maori 20,069 87.3 12,812 
Girls 

Maori Boys 2,204 70.4 1,056 

Maori Girls 2,049 69.4 1,147 

Age 16 -
Still at school 

% of 
Cohort 

62.6 

55.8 

33.8 

38.8 

From N.Z. Department of Education Statistics 
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leavinq school and in employment. Clearly, if this is the case, 

the peak age effect would be marked when all adolescents leave 

school at the minimum possible age, and progressively diminish as 

more persons stayed on at school beyond this age. In Scotland, 

the proportion of boys remaining at school to age 15 has increased 

from approximately 40~ to 50% of the relevant age group, between 

1964 and 1970. In New Zealand the proportion of males remaining 

at school in their fifteenth year is now about 80% (Table 1.1), and 

has been above 50% since the early 1950 1s. It is necessary to return 

to about 1950 to find the peak age effect in the New Zealand criminal 

statistics. Thus there is a reasonable consistency in both sets 

of statistics; the peak age phenomenon disappears from official 

statistics when about 50% of the relevant age group stay on at 

school into their fifteenth year. 

SUMMARY 

The investigation is based on the high frequency of property crime 

offending for adolescents aged about 14 years. This is an example 

of an epidemiological approach to the study of delinquency, which 

has been rather infrequently used. This failure to take an epid

emiological base has probably led to incomplete accounts of de

linquent behaviour. The feature of delinquent behaviour being 

considered is derived from official statistics, which are known 

to contain many deficiencies, but are not totally misleading. 

This investigation confines itself to property crimes to 

avoid criticisms of work which lumps all forms of criminal activity 

together, and also to mitigate the argument that delinquent acts 

are not a real category of behaviour but a set of value judgements 

by those in power. The reality of the peak age for property offending, 
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which is derived from inspection of official data, is examined, 

and while not.·conclusive, seems to support the view that there is 

a real peak for property offending at this age, and that the 

factors associated with delinquency may be different before and 

after this age. 

Though the peak age phenomenon is not nCM apparent in the 

Scottish criminal statistics, and has not been apparent in the 

New Zealand data for many years, this can be shown to result from 

variations in prosecution policy at different ages, and the in

creasing proportion of adolescents remaining at school to age 15, 

rather than a real change in the pattern of juvenile offending. 



Chapter 2 - The Hamilton Area Study. 

In order to clarify the nature of the peak age phenomenon 

it is necessary to know more about the actual acts classified as 

property offences, and about those who are apparently res

ponsible for these acts. In other words, to move a 

stage further back in the official recording process so as to 

regain some of the information lost in progressive surnmaris

ation. The problem in attaining this goal is that it involves 

access to confidential documents, and it was only fairly late 

in the research programme that this was achieved, despite 

early recognition of the need. 

The information reported in this section was derived from 

Police 333 forms. These are completed by the Youth Aid Section 

of the Police, for each offender under 17, and a copy lodged 

with the Child Welfare Department. These reporting forms have 

most of the relevant detail surrounding the offence and the 

offender, though there is some variation in the quality of 

the reports. The usual background information is given: age, 

sex, race, school attender/employed/unemployed. There is also 

a fairly detailed account of the offence, including preceding 

events, time, associates and so on. Brief details of home back

ground are reported, but :uhese are clearly the result of a very 

cursory investigation. The Child Welfare Department adds to these 

reports a statement of previous contacts with the offender, and 

whether a prosecution resulted from the present and past contacts. 

The study was based on all the Police 333 forms lodged with 

the Hamilton Child Welfare Department in 1971. These covered the 

Waikato area of New Zealand of which Hamilton (population 80,000} 
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is the major centre of commerce, education and light industry. 

Most of the remaining area is rural, but there are several 

small towns based on mining, timber, or meat freezing indus

tries. It is thus a sample without metropolitan representation. 

The police forms were inspected, and for all property 

offences the following information was extracted:-

1) Age. 

2) Sex. 

3) Race. - Maori/non-Maori. 1 

4) School: - attending school, employed, unemployed. 

5) Offence - brief description of offence. 

6) Offence coding - code indicating type of property offence 

with first digit and seriousness with 

second digit. (See Tables for code details.) 

7) Number of associates. 

8) Time and date of offence. 

9) Wnether previous offence of any kind recorded. 

No problems of interpretation arise for any of these categories 

except No. 6 - offence coding. Here the· type of offence was 

a relatively easy decision, with only a few ambiguous cases. 

Seriousness of offence was a much more subjective judgement, 

based on evidence of premeditation, degree of expertise, and 

number of acts (e.g. series of burglaries). 2 However, only 

restricted use is made of this coding in the following analysis. 

In some cases the information required for a category was 

absent, and thus in the following tabulations there is some 

variation in total number of cases. 

1. The complex meaning of the term Maori in social terms 

is discussed in Appendix 1. 

2. "Seriousness" is used in the sense of psychological 

seriousness, rather than material conseqn- :,ces. 
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One of the po.rticular points of interest of this survey is that 

it covers both prosecution and nr,:-,.-prosecution offences. 1 It 

was clear from the inspection of the original Police forms that 

the decision whether to prosecute is not based solely on the 

seriousness of the offence. Factors like present action by the 

Child Welfare Department in relation to the child or his family 

were also taken into account. Table 2.1 shows the proportion of 

prosecuted to non-prosecuted offences at different age levels. 

It is clear from Table 2.1 that considering the total range 

of property offences where a young person is found to be in

volved, the peak age phenomenon is evident. It does not appear 

in the row 'Prosecuted' which corresponds to the official 

criminal statistics. Thus the earlier supposition (Chapter 1) 

is borne out, and the appearance of the peak age at 14 is 

related to prosecution policy. The ratio between prosecuted 

and non-prosecuted offences is very similar for 14-year-olds, 

and 15 and 16 year olds attending school, but there is a much 

higher prosecution rate for 15 and 16-year-olds who have left 

school. The implication is that the more clearly a young 

offender is seen as having achieved adult status the more 

likely he is to be prosecuted. 

Another possibility is that the gradually increasing 

rate of prosecution is related to the seriousness of the offen

ces. It would seem intuitively reasonable that the offences of 

the older offenders would be more culpable. However, Table 2. 2 

suggests that this is not the case - apart from the youngest 

age groups there is a very consistent distribution of offences 

amongst the three categories of seriousness. 

Table 2.3 shows the extent to which the offence total of 

1. Throughout this chapter the data is used as descriptive, 
attempting to gain an overall perspective on the nature of. 
adolescent property offending. Formal tests of statistical 

significance have not been used. 
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TABLE 2 .1 

NUf'/lBER OF PROSECUTED .l\ND NON-PROSECUTED OFFENCES DY AGE 

10 & 11 12 13 14 15 16 
AGE under 

Total Offences 88 62 107 132 159 129 124 

Prosecuted 31 28 55 73 101 98 107 

Non-Prosecuted 57 34 52 59 58 31 17 

15 and 16 15 and 16 
Attending Left School 

School 

Total Offences 101 152 

Prosecuted 66 140 

Non-Prosecuted 35 12 
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Ti\J',LE 2. 2 

SERIOUSNESS OF OFFENCES IN RELATION TO AGE, AND SCHOOL LEAVER STl\TUS 

Seriousness 
of offence 

Minor 

Clearly 
crininal 
intent 

Serious 
offences 

KEY 

Mi.nor 

Age and Status 

11 & Under 12, 13, 14 15 and lG 15 and 16 
Attending Left School 

N % N n. N ~:, N c>. ·u ·u 

64 43.8 122 30. 7 31 31 43 29.3 

68 46.6 225 56.5 50 50 81 55.3 

14 9.6 51 12.8 19 19 23 15.4 

- apparently impulsive, or under influence of others, 
usually involving small gain or damage 

Clearly criminal intent - either evidence of premeditation, or involving 
series of actions (e.g., burglary, shoplifting more 
than one i tern). 

Serious offences - mainly refers to multiple offences, occasionally 
single act requiring criminal expertise. 
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any age group is the result of acts by a known recidivist or 

apparent first offender. This analysis gives possibly one of 

the most important directions to later discussion of the 

nature of the peak age phenomenon. It is clear that after age 

14 the contribution of first offenders drops sharply, and 

considering the attending school/school leaver distinction 

for 15 and 16-year-olds, it appears that it is the group of 

adolescents who have left school who are characterised by 

this changed ratio. In effect, the implication is .that an 

adolescent who has not previously been apprehended for a 

property offence is less likely to be apprehended after he 

leaves school than if he stays at school. This point sheds 

some further light on the previous finding of a higher pro

secution rate for the ,chool leaver group. The higher rate is 

at least partly a logical outcome of the high proportion of 

recidivists in the out-of-school groups. 

Overall, the general characteristics 

of the peak age phenomenon are represented in this Hamilton 

study, when both prosecution and non-prosecution offences are 

considered. A further question is whether the sub-groups of 

this sample conform to the general pattern. Initial inspection 

of the data (see Table 2.4) showed one rather marked deviation 

from this pattern. The number of property offences for Maori 

boys dropped from age 13 to age 14. This was the first instance 

of a drop in the level of property offendingibefore the school 

leaving age which had been found in any set of data. To ensure 

that the exception was not an isolated fluctuation, a special 

tally was carried out on the Youth Aid Section reports for 

1972 also. The results of this are shown in Table 2.5, and the 
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TABLE 2.3 

NUMBERS OF PROPERTY OFFENCES BY AGE AND RECIDIVISM 

AGE 10 & under 11 12 13 14 15 16 

TOTAL 88 62 107 132 159 129 124 
OFFENCES 

By 14 18 37 46 58 53 68 
Recidivists 

By 74 44 70 86 101 76 56 
First 
Offenders 

15 & 16 15 & 16 
attending left 

AGE school school 

TOTAL 101 152 
OFFENCES 

By Recidivists 33 88 

By First Offenders 68 64 
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TABLE 2.4 

PROPERTY OFFENCES, HAMILTON AREA STUDY 

Sub-sample totals (1971) 

AGE 

11 12 13 14 15 

Male 27 58 59 49 46 
Maori 

Female 4 6 25 27 12 

Non- Male 31 36 42 67 48 

Maori Female 2 8 7 18 10 

TABLE 2.5 

PROPERTY OFFENCES, HAMILTON AREA STUDY 

Sub-sample totals (1972) 

AGE 

11 12 13 14 15 

Male 33 64 85 77 45 
Maori 

Female 9 6 26 22 19 

Non-
Male 30 43 41 58 48 

Maori Female 2 4 21 22 14 

16 

51 

8 

51 

6 

16 

79 

7 

59 

11 
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combined 1971 and 1972 data are presented in Figure 2.1. The 

main features are:-

1) The Maori groups, males and females, show an earlier 

rise in volume of property offending than the Non-Maori 

groups. 

2) Maori boys show some reduction in property offending 

between ages 13 and 14. 

3) While females, Maori and Non-Maori show a steady drop 

in property offending after the peak, the male groups 

show some resurgence at age 16. 

The implications of these special features of the Hamilton 

area data will be considered in relation to the overall 

attempt to account for the peak age phenomenon in Chapter 5. 

For the moment we will simply note these features and the 

following, possibly relevant points which were established 

from further analysis and investigation: 

A. The prosecution rate for Maori offenders is higher than 

for Non-Maori offenders, (Maori prosecution rate 70%, 

Non-Maori 57%). 

B. There is a decline in the number of Maori boy first 

offenders from age 13 to age 14, while the number of 

recidivists remains fairly stable. 

C. The Youth Aid Section reports show a number of 14-year

old Maori boys as 'unemployed' or 'employed', yet these 

are clearly 'illegal' statuses as the school leaving 

age is 15. It may be that the schools condone a fair 

amount of early school leaving by academically poor and 

behaviourally difficult, pupils, particularly Maori boys. 
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For epidemiological inference, the class of episodes, 'property 

crimes', is too heterogeneous. Thus an attempt was made to distin

guish between the various forms of property offending. The 

problem is, of course, that only a very large number of cate-

gories would be really satisfacto:ry. The system used here is 

a compromise, using a nur.iber of categor~es reasonably appro-

priate to the sample size. Table 2.6 shows the results of the 

analysis, arid Table 2.6A gives a more detailed description of 

the coding categories. 

The following seem to be the clearest features of adol

escent property offending in this sample. 

1) Shoplifting declines for the group which has left 

school. 

2) A similar effect is seen in the minor offence of 

stealing milk money. (In New Zealand, milk is 

obtained by placing bottles, with money, at the 

entry to residences, thus creating a highly 

accessible but rr~nor source 0£ money). 

3) There is a persistent tendency to acquire methods 

of transport illegally, but the emphasis moves 

from cycles to cars with increasing 

age and adult status. 

4) There is a very marked increase in the rather 

heterogeneous category 'theft of goods' for the 

school leaver group. Close inspection of actual 

cases shows that the increase is predominantly 

amongst the employed rather than unemployed school 

leavers. Common amongst these offenders are thefts 

from cars, from work, and a small but striking 
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TABLE 2.6 

CATEGORIES OF PROPERTY OFFENDING 

15 & 16 15 & 16 

~
' school 12, 13 & 14 Attending Left 

status School School 

"-~ Total % of Total % of Total % of 
Category of column column colurr.n 
property ' total total total .... ,.,_ 

offence ··,, 

1. Wilful damage 16 4.2 4 4.0 7 4.7 

2. Shoplifting 84 21.0 22 22.0 13 8.8 

3. Theft of cycle 38 9.5 5 5.0 2 1.3 

4. Car conversion 14 3.5 9 9.0 21 I 14.2 

5. Theft of milk 13 3.3 3 3.0 1 0.7 
money 

6. Theft of money 63 15.8 19 19.0 25 16.7 

7. Theft of goods 60 15.1 13 11.0 45 34.8 

8. Burglary 92 23.1 20 20.0 31 21.0 

9. Thefts on 18 4.5 5 5.0 3 2.0 
the run 
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TABLE 2.6A. 

DETAILS OF PROPERTY OFFENCE CATEGORIES 

1. Wilful damage - offences causing damage but no gain 

2. Shoplifting - theft of articles displayed in shops 

3. Theft of cycle includes major cycle parts, e.g., wheels 

4. Car conversion - includes attempts at borrowing or stealing cars 

5. Theft of milk money - from private residence gateways 

6. Theft of money - all thefts of money not included in other cate
gories e.g., thefts from changing rooms, theft from employer, 
including receiving money. 

7. Theft of goods - all thefts of goods not included in other 
categories. e.g., thefts from railway wagons, cars, place of 
work, etc, including receiving goods. 

8. Burgla:ry - all offences involving entry to private or commercial 
premises by illegal means. 

9. Thefts on the run - thefts, usually of needed money or clothes, 
while on the run from home or institutions. 
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element of thefts of beer and cigarettes. 

A reasonable generalisation would be that there is an increased 

tendency to acquire desired items, as opposed to less specific 

marauding. 

Overall, the change in the pattern of property offending shown 

by this analysis can be seen in relation to two variables: 

age; and whether still at school. In terms of age alone, the 

only change appears to be in the decrease of cycle theft, and 

increase in car conversion. In relation to school attendance, there 

are drops in the casual low expertise offences of shoplifting and 

stealing milk money, after leaving school, and apparently some 

increase in the specificity of thefts. 

A further question is how representative this overall picture 

is of the pattern of offending in the sub-groups defined by race 

and sex. Table 2.7 sets out the relevant sub-totals and ranks 

the frequency of each category. It is clear from this analysis 

that there is no convincing evidence of a racial difference 

in patterns of property offending. However, there is a very 

marked sex difference, with shoplifting appearing as the dominant 

offence of females. Burglary, the most frequent male offence, 

is much less common for females, and car conversion, a fairly 

common male offence does not appear at all for females. 

The final general question examined in this data is the 

circumstances under which property offences are committed. 

Many discussions of delinquency stress group influences, which 

are said to be crucial in a high proportion of delinquent acts. 

Table 2.8 shows the inter-relationship of associates in offences, 

with age and school status . The most marked change is the shift 

from offences committed with one associate towards offences 
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TABLE 2.7 

PROPERTY OFFENCE CATEGORIES: 

Distribution by sex and race 

(All ages included) 

I 
Male Female 

of property _Mao_r_t_ _N_qn=_Ma_O_J::.i.. _Maori _N o_n.:-Ha o. r i. 
offence N Rank N Rank N Rank N Rank 

,, 

1. Wilful damage 19 7 23 5 0 0 1 6.5 

2. Shoplifting 33 5 36 4 45 1 34 1 

3. Theft of cycle 43 4 20 6.5 4 6 14 6.5 

4. Car conversion 25 6 20 6.5 0 0 0 
i 

0 
, 

5. Theft of milk money 11 8 15 8 2 7 0 0 

6. Theft of money 67 2 46 3 14 2.5 5 3 

7. Theft of goods 47 3 65 1 12 4 5 3 

8. Burglary 79 1 63 2 14 2.5 5 3 

9. Thefts on the run 11 8 8 9 6 5 3 5 
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TABLE 2.8 

NUMBER OF ASSOCIATES IN OFFENCES 

15 & 16 15 & 16 

No. of Up to 14 yrs. Attending Left 

Associates School School 
Male Female Male Female Male Female 
N % N % N % N % N % N % 

0 111 25.8 28 25.0 21 26. 3 . 2 - 53 37.1 4 

1 143 33.3 41 36.6 33 41.3 6 - 33 23.1 5 

2 81 18.8 23 20.5 11 13.8 7 - 30 21.0 3 

3+ . 95 22.1 20 17.9 15 18.8 1 - 27 18.9 3 
I I 
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committed alone, for the group who have left school. Thi::; 

feature may be an example of a general tendency towards lone 

offending with increas:iing age shown by other research (e.g. 

Sveri, 1965), and resulting from lower availability of peer 

age mates. However, Table 2.9 sh0ws that there is overall, a 

strong relationship between recidivism and lone offending. 

Previous analysis has shown (Table 2.3) the higher proportion of re

cidivists in the group who have left school; thus the funda-

mental feature is probably the association between recidivism 

and a lower rate of group offending. 

Another immediate circumstance of offences is the time 

of day they wer.e committed, and the time of year. Such analysis 

might be useful in determining whether opportunity is a signi

ficant factor. For instance, the total leisure time of the 

adolescent at school is far greater than that of Lhc a~oles-

cent who is employed, and this differential might explain 

variations in criminal involvement for the two groups. However, 

even without formal analysis, it was quite clear that night-

time and week-ends predominated as the most frequent times for 

offences for all ages and categories in the sample. The only 

pointer to an opportunity element was a significant minority 

of offences, particularly shoplifting, which were committed 

by school children on their way home from school. This period 

of risk would be much less common for employed school leavers. 

The most general circumstance of property offending is 

'life style', and in terms of the data available the only 

distinction which can be made is between attending school, being 

employed, and being an unemployed school leaver. It has al-

ready been shown that casual low expertise property offen~es committed 
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TABLE 2 .9 

INTERACTION BETHEEr! LONE OFFENDING 
At"\lD RECIDIVISM 

I RECIDIVIST I FIRST OFFENDERS 

I 
I 

No Associates 103 114 

1 or More 
Associates 184 391 

\ 
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by adolescents without previous records is more characteris~ic 

of those at school than those who have left school. However, 

those who had left school cannot be considered as a homogeneous 

group; the life style of the errployed is clearly different 

from those who are unable to find employment. The numbers of 

those who have left school in this sample is not large enough 

to consider in detail changes in pattern of property offending 

between the employed and unemployed groups. Table 2.10 shows the 

gross number of offences for the two groups. At age ·15 the 

total number of offences for the employed and unemployed group 

is about half that of the employed group. There are two possible 

conclusions that could be drawn from these figures. 

1) That the rate of unemployment for the 15 and 16-year

old school leaver is very high, and the offending 

rates for employed and unemployed are very similar. 

2) The rate of unemployment is relatively low, and 

offending rates for the unemployed group are very 

much higher. 

The second conclusion is intuitively much more plausible and is 

supported by the relatively low rates of unernploy~ent reported 

by the New Zealand Department of Labour. Nevertheless, the 

first conclusion must be considered a possibility. The official 

unemployment figures may miss some school leavers, at least for 

a period, and are unlikely to reflect the amount of unemployment 

resulting from rather frequent job changes with intermittent 

periods of unemployment. 

Summary 

The review of Youth Aid Section reports for Hamilton and 

surrounding area for 1971 gives a reasonably clear picture of 



STATUS 
AGE 

15 

16 

3G 

TABLF. 2.10 

PROPERTY OFFENCE TOTALS FOR 15 l\ND 
16 YEAR OLDS BY EMPLOYMENT STATUS 

ATTENDING EiviPLOYED 
SCHOOL 

76 28 

25 64 

I 
UNEM:i?LOYED 

26 

33 
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the nature of property offending. The peak age at 14 is con

firmed when both prosecution and non-prosecution figures are 

considered. The main change after age 14 is a reduction in 

the number of first offenders coming to the notice of police, 

and this change appears to result from the reduced probability 

of acts leading to a first police contact after leaving school. The 

offender who has left school is less likely to be involved 

in the low expertise offences of shoplifting or stealing 

milk money, but ~Dre likely to be involved in car conversion 

or stealing specific items. The school leaver is also more 

likely to commit offences alone. T"nere is no evidence of 

racial differences in patterns of property offending, but a 

marked sex difference is evident, with females predominantly de

tected for shoplifting. There are indications of a high rate of 

property offending for the unemployed school leaver, but this con

clusion is tentative in the absence of reliable unemployment rate 

data. 
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Chapter 3. Difficult Behaviour at School 

The second study, continues the epidemiologi-

cal approach, but now moves outside the class of legally 

prescribed behaviour to look at behaviour in the school 

situation. Tne aim here is primarily naturalistic, to in

clude knowledge of other behavioural patterns in adolescence; 

and at a secondary level is guided by the hypothesis that the 

peak age phenomenon may be part of some wider developmental trend 

in adolescent behaviour. Thus the data required are obser

vations of adolescent behaviour, and these need to be exam-

ined in relation to age. 

Sample Frame: The study was carried out in Ha.-nilton, New 

Zealand. The town has a population of about 80,000. It has 

some light industry, but serves mainly as a commercial and 

higher education centre for the surrounding farming areas. 

The sampling frame was intended to be all schoolchildren aged 

11 and over in state schools. However the two 1 high status 1 

secondary schools (ages 13 onward) declined to take part. 

These are single sex schools, one for boys, one for girls, and 

entry to them is fairly competitive. Thus the sa"11ple has some 

weighting towards lower socio-economic or aspiration levels. 

The sa.-nple was d:rawn from the four intermediate schools (ages 11 

to 13, normally) and the three co-educational high schools, (age 

13 onward). 

The Delinquent Sample: In any school this was all children who 

were known to have received police warnings or appeared in 

court for property offences. In addition, any other children 

with a record of persistent truancy or stealing in school were 

included in the sample. Thus there is some dilution of the 
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'property offences' criterion of the study as a whole, but this 

seemed necessary to gain a reasonable sample and later analysis 

will deal with t.'1is point. No assu.'Tiption is r:1adc that this is 

a complete sample of the most seriously deviant individuals. 

However, it is claimed that the choice of this sample, in 

consultation with headmasters, does produce a group which is 

clearly delinquent to o:>mpare with the random sample which is 

less delinquent. 

The Random Sample: Every tenth child on class registers, pro-

vided that if no Maori child had been reached by the thirtieth 

name on the register, then the list was scanned from 30 on until 

a Maori child was reached. This procedure was adopted to ensure 

a reasonable number of Maori children for analysis of results by 

race. In actual proportions, Maori children make up between 10 to 

20 per cent of the various school populations, but are concentrated 

in the lower ability classes. Thus the sampling procedure will tend 

to over represent Maori children, in particular higher ability Maori 

children, in relation to the relevant age group population. 

Method: Teachers were carefully instructed in the use of the 

Bristol Social Adjustment Guides, (Stott, 1963), and a guide was 

completed for eac.'1 child in the delinquent and random samples by 

the teacher best placed to observe the child's behaviour, and as 

far as possible the teacher was not aware of the deviant/random 

sample distinction. The Bristol Social Adjustment Guides were 

chosen as the best developed scales for recording teachers' 

observations of behaviour in school. They have passed through 

several revisions in the light of experience, so that items which 

contribute little to the differentiation of normal and deviant 

groups have been dropped. 
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Some of the items in the B.S.A.G. scale depart coasic1er

aoly from the ideal of objective descriptions of overt behav

iour, e.g. 'gets up to all kinds of triclw to gain atte;:ition' or 

'is o~< :.~ the centre of a distJ.rrbance'. However even in such 

cases, t.~cre appear~ T.O be a kci-nel of objectively ascertain-

able behaviour, even if t.½e inferences about motivation and 

deviant leadership (in the above examples) are difficult to 

sustain. 

Stott (1969) quotes relatively little evidence on 

reliability, but does refer to studies by the British National 

Foundation for Educational Research which have investigated 

this aspect with satisfac"i::ory results, ( a mean of +. 77 correlation 

for 'maladjusted' and 'unsettled' total scores between pairs of 

teacher/observers on a sample of 88 secondary school children). 

In the present study the scores are used on a group comparison 

basis, rather than individual predictions, and the issue is 

thus less critical. 

Probably the least satisfactory aspect of the development 

of the Bristol Social Adjustment Guides is the derivation of 

sub-scales. The statistical procedures used are not clear 

(Stott, 1969) and are complexly interwoven with Stott's devel

oping theoretical superstructure (Stott, 1950, 1966). Thus, 

the analysis of this study will deal only with the items in 

1 their 'raw' state. 

Results; A. Analvsis of the Behaviour Items 

The delinquent sample size was 148, and the random sample 

399. The item in_cidence in each sample was ascertained and 

tested for significance by chi-square. (Only items relating 

to behaviour were used in the analysis - the B.S.A.G. 

1. However, the Factor analysis reported later in this 
chapter did not seriously challenge Stott's major 

groupings. 
:\ i1 
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relating to academic acl1ievcr,1cnt, physical attru.ctivcncss, 

physical symptoms und nervous symptoms wcTe not usec1.) 

Appendix 2 shows the i terns used in the chi-square analysis, 

toget..~er with frequency of occurrence in delinquent and random 

sanples. The i terns were then scanned and those with a total 

occurrence of 55 (10% of total sample) and discriminating at 

beyond the .01 level between delinquent and random sa,"Tlples were 

selected. A further inspection was carried out to include 

i terns with occurrence slightly lower than 55 but ad.ding an 

aspect of meaning not covered by other items, and discarding items 

of particularly dubious objectivity or of ve~-y similar meaning 

to items already included. (The list was only slightly 

altered through this procedure). A total of 33 i terns were thus 

derived and are shown in Table 3. 1. These represent the 

behaviours reliably associated with individuals who are designated 

delinquent by police or school authority. 

The behaviour items individually are not a primary focus 

of this study; their function is as a composite indication of 

difficult behaviour at school. However they do present a view of 

the delinquent individual in the school setting, through the 

teachers' eyes; and are worth some consideration. 

It is clear that the overall flavour of the composite 

description is a product of both the adolescent's behaviour and the 

teacher's needs. Even teachers with high devotion to education 

become frustrated by problems of control and apparent negative 

evaluation from pupils. The resultant descriptions of difficult 

pupils may therefore over estimate the seriousness of the disruptive 

behaviours which guide the teacher's use of the report forms. 



Occu::cence 
in del. 
Sample 

(Total possible N=l48) 

28 

33 

31 

28 

34 

62 

35 

35 

50 

51 

23 

61 

45 

42 

35 

42 

43 

27 

47 

57 

47 

53 

58 

24 

30 

34 

80 
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Table 3.1 

Selected Behaviour Items which Discriminate 
Between Deviant and Random Samples. 

will help unless in a bad mood 

sometimes in a bad mood 

openly docs things he knows are wrong in front 
of teacher 

bears a grudge, always regards punishment as 
unfair 

has uncooperative moods 

mixes mostly with unsettled types 

uses bad language which he/she knows will be 
disapproved of 

never tl.il:.kc of greeting 

not shy but never volunteers an answer 

not shy but never comes for help 

avoids teacher but talks to ot...~er children 

coulc...'1' t care whether teacher sees her work 
or not 

unconcerned about approval or disapproval 

habitual slick liar; has no co~punction WJout 
lying 

not lethargic but uninterested and unconcerned 

borrows books from desk without permission 

comes out with 'smart' or cheeky remarks 

gets up to all kinds of tricks to gain attention 

misbehaves when teacher is engaged with others 

resentful muttering or expression for a moment 
or two (after reprimand) 

responds momentarily but it doesn't last for 
long 

attends to anything but his work (talks, gazes 
around, plays with ti1ings) 

never gets down to any solid work (flips over 
pages of book without reading it, etc.) 

eager to play but loses interest 

inclined to fool around 

flies into a temper if provoked 

careless, often loses or forgets books, pen 



Occurrence 
i.1 cJcl. 
Scl!cPle 

33 

54 

27 

24 

34 

38 

43 

Slumps, lolls about 

constantly restless (raps with pencil or ruler, 
shuffles with her feet, changes position) 

snatd1es things from other children 

follower in mischief 

never appeals to adult even when hurt or wronged 

shows complete indifference 
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',;,'he i terns shown in Table 3 .1 h2.ve a number of underlying 

t.,'"lemes. One is a lack of internalised controls appropriate to 

the school setting; loss or forgetting of books, pens and so 

on, snatching or unauthorised burrowing of books, restless behaviour 

in cL:.:;s. Anot.~er prevalent theme is moodiness, shuding into 

more overt resentment, or (apparently) deliberate disruptive 

behaviour. In some contrast are a group of items stressing 

indifference to teachers, rather than hostility, but interaction 

with other pupils. Several items stress the tendency for the 

more difficult children to group together. 

This is the overall impression, regarding the items as a 

pool from which each teacher chooses the most appropriate for the 

behaviour observed, but without implying that other items are 

wholly inappropriate. To discover more precisely the structure 

of the pool of i terns, a factor analysis was carried out, using 

1 
the delinquent sample only. The results of this analysis are 

reported tentatively. The behaviour ratings are a very imprecise 

form of data. The frequency of occurrence of items varies from 23 

to 80. Standard methods of correlation are not applicable. 

Interpretation of factors must bear in mind the possibility that 

it is teacher's perceptions rather than children's behaviour which 

is yielding inter-relationships. However, given conservative 

consideration of the data obtained, it does seem a worthwhile 

exercise. 

In order to obtain quantification of the degree of association 

between two items, phi-coefficients were calculated. 'Phi' may be 

taken as a measure of correlation for the data in question (Hays, 

1973). The matrix of phi-coefficients is shown in Appendix 3. 

1. The incidence of i terns in the random sample was too 
low for such analysis. 
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Utilising the matrix of phi coefficients so obtained an 

analysis for orthogonal fac·tors t.sing a Varimax procedure ·was 

carried out (Kaiser, 1959) . Included in t:hc rn.:i.·:.:ri:" ,:i.nalysed 

were the 3 3 se lectcd items shmm in Table 3 .1, four demo

graphic variables (male, female, Maori, Non-Maori), and 10 

additional items. These latter items were behaviour descrip

tions which had a fairly frequent rate of occurrence in both 

delinquent and random samples, but aid not discriminate at a 

significant level. They were seen therefore as essentially 

'nonnal' behaviours and were entered in the analysis as a test. 

If they bec0.1'lle distributed among the factors emerging, it would 

be best to view these factors as general behaviour groupings. 

If they were wholly or mainly separated into a single factor, 

(a 'non-delinquent' or neutral factor), it would be more rea

sonable to see the other factors as delinquency components. 

The structure which emerged supported the latter interpretation. 

A number of analyses were carried out. The original 10 

factor solution contained some factors of little value, e.g. 

sex and race emerged as factors, and two factors were defined by 

ver:y few significant i tern loadings. As a result of applying the 

scree test (Cattell, 1966), which indicates a visually ascertained 

cut off point from a graph of the latent roots, a four factor 

solution was then obtained. The factors in this analysis seemed 

conceptually clear and useful. However it seemed possible that the 

demographic variables of race and sex, yielding perfect negative 

correlation$, might be unduly influencing the solutions obtained. 

Thus a further four factor solution was extracted, with the de

mographic variables removed from the matrix. Some clarification of 

the factor structure did result from this procedure. 
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In the following account of the factors '"vident in the data, 

ti.1e final four fa.ctor solution, without the demographic variables, 

will b,3 u::;ed. Reference to the other solut.ions will be made where 

relevant. The results of all three analyses are shown in l'.ppcndix 4. 

The variance accounted for in this final solution was: -

Factor 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Cumulative percen-i:age 
of .... . .... ne variance. 

12.66 

20.13 

25.63 

30.52 

The extent to which the items can be thought of as consistently 

clustered is clearly limited. However in view of the very con

siderable variations existing in the way teachers used the rating 

forms, e.g. using few or many of the available descriptions, and 

the differences in opportu..,ity to assess some areas of behaviour, 

a large proportion of random variance is inevitable. 

Item loadings were regarded as significant if they were 

.40 or greater, a fairly conservative level (Child, 1970). 

Factor 1 Teacher's Pest 

Twelve ite~s have significant loadings. Some of the highest 

loading items were:-

' Attends to anything but his work' • 68 

'Snatches things from other children' .63 

'Uses bad language' .61 

'Comes out with smart or cheeky remarks' .60 

'Openly does things he/she knows are wrong 

in front of the teacher' • 57 

'Constantly restless' .so 
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'I'his :Zactor accounting for the major proporti..:m of the variance, 

reflects general 'bad' or difficult classroom behaviour. It.s 

nacing is intended to reflect the probability that i'cs uni t.y 

derives partly from teachers negative 'halo' effect, in addition to 

actual homogeneity of behaviour. This 'Teacher's Pest' factor is the 

core which will be referred to in later discussion of poor 

socialisation as seen in the school setting. The loading of the 

i tern, 1 snatches things from other children' indicate.s tha·i: it 

is not sirr.ply resentment towards the teacher, but a more general 

interpersonal assertiveness which is involved. Overall the above 

items are descriptive of norm violating behaviours, and give no 

aetiological hints. 

Factor 2. Social Dista.'1ce from Teacher 

Eight items had significant loadings. Some of the highest loading 

items were:-

'Not shy but never volunteers an answer' 

'Unconcerned about approval or disapproval' 

'Never thinks of greeting' 

. 61 

.57 

.55 

and other items convey the same general picture of disinterest or 

distance from adults. The name given to the factor 'Social Distance 

from the Teacher' is fairly cautious. It might well be the case that 

this group of behaviour items represents a more general alienation 

from adults. In the analysis which utilised four facto:ti;and in

cluded demographic variables, this cluster of behaviour items was 

much more closely associated with Maori than non-Maori children. 

As the majority of the teachers are European, this factor may re

present a racial/cultural sense of distance or distrust. It could 

also be seen as related to the sub-cultural type of delinquent 
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(Hewitt & Jenkins, 1946), with strong peer orienta'cion. 

Factor 3. Hostility 

Nine ite:ns had significant loadings. Some of the highest loading 

items were: -

•sometimes in a bad mood' 

'Inclined to be moody' 

'Has un-co-operative moods' 

'Eager to play but loses interest 

'Resentful muttering after reprimand' 

.61 

.61 

.60 

.55 

.54 

The items give a clear picture of smouldering resentrJcnt, easily 

provoked into overt hostility. An additional item loading sig

nificantly was 

'Careless, often loses or forgets, books,pen' .41 

suggesting a link with a generalised impulsive poorly controlled 

pattern of behaviour. The existence of individuals of this kind in 

delinquent samples is suggested by most corrprehensive reviews 

of the literature (e.g. Quay, 1965, West, 1967), though the.proposed 

aetiological bases suggested vary considerably. 

In the four factor analysis which included the demographic 

variables, this pattern appeared to be particularly characteristic 

of Maori girls. 

Factor 4. Timidity. 

Seven items had significant loadings, four positive, three negative. 

Some of these were:-

'Chats only when alone with teacher' .64 

'Shy but would like to be friendly' . 46 

'Si ts quietly and meekly' . 44 

'Responds momentarily but does not last for -. 54 
long' 
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',•1isbehu.v.es when teacher is engaged with others' - . •11 

'Never gets dow;.1 to any sc~1ool work' -.40 

Ti1e items with positive loadings were all from t.'1,.e group of be

haviours included in the analysis although not discriminating 

between the delinquent and random samples. O:r,e of the items with 

a negative loading loads positively on Factor 1. It is therefore 

ter.1pting to consider t.1-iis as a 'good pupil• factor. However, the 

positively loading items appear in roughly equal proportions in 

the delinquent and random samples, so it is more accurate to 

say that this factor is neutral with respect to delinquen~J-

Bearing in mind the introductory qualification, the doubtful 

reliability of the items for such analysis, confirmed by the 

relatively low variance accounted for, the following conclusions 

seem reasonlclble. 

Factor 1 essentially emphasises what will become a central 

theme in later discussion: evidence of rule violation in one 

area of required behaviour indicates high probability of violation 

in other areas, implying some generalised difficulty in social 

adaptation. However this clustering may be exaggerated by a 

negative 'halo effect' in teacher's ratings. 

Factors 2 and 3 indicate that within the delinquent sample 

it is possi~le to irlE!lltify at least two relatively independent 

behaviour clusters, arguing against any attempt at uni-dimensional 

aetiological explanations. These factors seem similar to types or 

di~ensions established in other delinquency research. Thus the 

behaviour rating procedure used, despite its clear imperfections, 

has some construct validity in relation to previous research. 
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R2sults B. Sub-saln'Jle comparisons and aq~ 'crcnds 

Scc-tion A examined the items which differentiated 

r..ost clen.rly betvJeen t.'-ie delinquent and random samples. A 

problem with any atter.ipt to establish discriminations of t.~is 

kind is the tendency for later cross validation to reduce the 

effect.iveness of t..'1e discrimination. A cross validational study 

was not possible within the limits of the schools' co-operation, 

but it is possible to utilise a different form of validation. 

A group of behaviouL descriptions which 

appear to characterise delinquent adolescents has been identified. It 

is known that the random sa..~~le is not truly non-delinquent, only less 

delinquent in that its delinquent acts have gone undetected. 

Taking the sub-samples defined by age, sex a.~d race, it should be poss

ible to find some association between the level of difficult behaviour 

shown in the school setting, and national rates of property 

offending for these random sub-samples. Table 3-2 shows thsee 

sub-sample rates of difficult behaviour at school, and national 

rates of property offending. (Age grct:.p pcpulations were estim-

ated from the N.Z. Educational Statistics.) The correlation be

tween the two variables is rs= 0.92.d.f.15.p<.001. (Spearman's 

rho, Siegal, 1956). This produces a very strong validation of 

the selected behaviour items. Their incidence in a random sample 

is capable of predicting the relative volume of property offending 

in the population at a high level of accuracy. Needless to say, this 



Race 

Sex 

Age 

Average No. 
of diffi
cult beha
viour i ter..s 

Property 
crime (1) 
rate per 
1,000 po
pulation 

12 

8.0 

13 

TABLl: 3- 2 

Compnrison of difficult behaviou,: incidence 

and rate of property_ cril'l_e_ offendi!1CJ"--·----

Maori Non-f.!aori Maori 

Boys Boys Girls 

Non-Maori 

Girls 

----------------- ·----------

14 15+ 12 13 14 15-:- 12 13 14 15+ 12 13 14 15+ 

7.84 6.64 5.28 3.65 3.26 5.03 4.00 3.13 4.50 4.87 4.15 3.02 2.85 3.21 2.67 

61.60 88.0 106.0 100.0 7.60 14.60 19.70 23.0 7.16 17.30 26.70 21.48 0.84 1.90 4.35 4.00 

-----·-----·----

(1) From statistics of New Zealand Department of Justice, 1968, and Statistics of Education 1968. 

Ln 
I-' 
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is not the same as ilbility to predict for the individual case. 

Such a qoal is not the aim of this study. Rather, the air,1 

is to exc:mine a population tendency; the peak age effect 

for prope.:ty crimes, a.,d the validation procedure is therefore 

appropriate. 

Given the preceding picture of delinquency-related behaviours 

the next question is whether this cluster of behaviours is 

distributed in the sa.i-ne way as property offending,i.e., reaching 

a peak in the last year of compulsory schooling and dropping off 

after this. Table 3-3 shows the distribution of deviant behaviour 

items for all sub-groups in the study, and the results of statistical 

tests. 

The analysis of variance shows no age related trends for 

the random sample, though a minimally significant result for the 

delinquent sarrple. It is the random sample which is critical in 

this case, as we are asking whether the peak age effect for 
7 

property offending is part of some general adolescent trend.~ 

There is no support for this proposition. The significant result 

for the delinquent group was investigated further by 't' test 

between age groups. 

Delinquent Sub-group 

Age 12 v. Age 13 t = 0.99 df 35 not significant 

Age 13 v. Age 14 t = 1.86 df = 95 marginal p < .10 

Age 14 v. Age 15 = 3.26 df 99 p < .OS 

1. Throughout the discussions it has been assumed that the peak 
age effect is significant without formally testing. To 
rectify this the totals of property offences for each age 
group in Table 3-2 were tested by a one sample Chi-square 
procedure (Siegal, 1956). The ·result was highly significant 
(x2 = 31.70 df = 3 p < .001). 



TABLE 3.3 

Number of subjects within each sub-group of sample, mean number of deviant behaviour items 
for each sub-group, and result of statistical analysis. 

Age Maori Maori Non-Maori Non-Maori Delinquent 
Groups Boys Girls Boys Girls Group 

N X N X N X N X N X 

12 yrs. 17 8.00 15 3.13 29 3.65 38 3.02 12 10.51 
--

13 yrs 13 7.84 16 4.50 41 3.26 22 2.85 32 12.37 

14 yrs 14 6.64 16 4.87 33 5.03 40 3.21 69 10.05 

15 yrs 14 5.28 20 4.15 34 4.00 37 2.67 35 8. 77 

----
One Way 
Analysis of F = 0.868 F = 0.541 F = 1.919 F = 0.294 F = 2.982 
Variance N.S. N .S. N.S. N. S. significant 
on Age (1) p < .05 

Summary of Haori Boys v :Maori Girls: t = 3.29 d.f. = 113 p < .002 
"t" tests Non-~~ori Boys v Non Maori Girls: t = 2.29 d.f. = 272 p < .05 
(two-tailed) Maori Girls v Non Maori Girls: t = 2.58 d.f. = 144 p < .02 
(2) Maori Boys v Non-Maori Boys: t = 4.00 d.~. = 109 p < .002 

------- ------·----------

(1) Winer, 1962 
(2) Welch, 1938. 

Ln 
u.) 
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Only the drop in incidence of difficult behaviou:c f::::orn 14 to 15 

reaches si.gnificance, and this seems likely to be, due to the 

r,10:3t rebellious p . .:pils dropping out. However, the non-signifi-

cant peak in difficu11- • • • t 13 h ~ nenaviour a - age may ave so:ne 

importance. Inspection of the delinquent sample sugc;csts that 

the majority of ti.e group change from Intermediate to Secondary 

School at age 14. It is at ·this age that they show less difficult 

behaviot.:r. In an earlier study (HcKissack, 196 7) , data was 

presen'.::ed from a sample of boys on probation in Glasgow, but 

using scores from t~e scoring method devised by Stott 

(1969). Tr1e score wr.ich is nearest in derivation to the scores 

used in this study is 'delinquency pointers'. The age variation 

found in the Glasgow s·cudy was: 

Age 10 or less 11 12 13 14 

Delinquency Pointers: 16.06 22.50 13.12 20.78 21.66 

showing a marked drop in difficult behaviour at age 12. 

In Glasgow children nonnally move from Primary to Secondary school 

at age 12. More data collected specifically for the purpose of 

investigating further this serendipity finding is needed. However, 

there is a hint here, relevant to understanding those children 

who show both difficult behaviour at school and appear in court 

for delinquent behaviour. It seems possible that their difficult 

behaviour reduces temporarily when they change school environr:ients. 

and this suggests that the stresses of any particular environment 

arc cumulative. This effect is not sh(!)wn in the random sample. 

The discussion of results so far has covered the major 

purposes set out in the introduction to this chapter, i.e. it has 

shown a set of behaviours associated with delinquent acts, 

but failed to discover significant changes with age in this pattern 

of behaviours. A few other aspects of the data, summarised in 

3-3, 
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satisfuctory incorporation in later integrative and theor

etical discussion. 

Table 3-3 shows the results of 't' tests carried out on 

·the sub-group means of 'che random sar,1ple. All sex difi:.J:ccntiated 

groups within racial categories, and racially differentiated 

groups with sex categories, show statistically signi:!:ica.--it 

variations in mean scores. In othe:::: wo:cds, Haori children show 

significantly more difficult behaviour in school than non-Maori 

(mainly European) children, and boys show more difficult be

haviour than girls. Tnese differences parallel those consistently 

found in the rates of property offending. These facts create 

difficulties for some currently held assumptions. One such 

assumption is t.'1-iat the high property crime rate of Z-1aori children 

can be ascribed to the lack of emphasis on property rights in 

traditional Maori :mores. Now, this may be true, but the strong 

association with difficult behaviour at school indicates a much 

wider area of conflict. Similarly, atterr[>ts to explain the 

internationally lower rates of property offending by females in 

purely sex role terms (i.e.' the crimes of women are distortions 

of relationships or sexuality') have some difficulty in showing 

why this should be accompanied by more socially approved behav-

._,._ . 1 
iour in t.ue school setting. Later discussion will explore 

the possibility that although specific explanations of the 

behavioural outcomes cultural and sex role learning may have 

some validity, it is also useful to think of a general concept 

of socialization, whic.~, relative to current social demands is 

effective or ineffective. From this standpoint, the socialization 

of Maori children is relatively ineffective, and the socialization 

of girls, relatively effective. 

1. The data in Chapter 2 does give some support to 
sex role explanations however. The predomenance of 
shoplifting for girls can be seen as an outcome of 
modern woman's role as shopper and prime target for 
much advertising. 
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rll10th2r feature of the da·ta, evident in Tci:,lc 3-2 is ti1.:i:c 

dcspi·te the high associations between difficult bch.:J.viour at 

school and property offending rates, the diffe;:cnces between 

sub-groups fall into very different ranges on the ·;:wo cri tcria 

e.g. At t..11e age 14, the least deviant group, Non-.Maori girls 

show a mean of 3.21 on difficult school behaviour, and a 

property crime rate of 4. 35. Maori boys aged 14 have scores of 

6.64 and 106.0 respectively. Clearly then, although difficul·t 

behaviour at sc.11ool and property offending may have some com.~on 

base, there are additional factors contributing to one or both 

of the behavioural indices. Assu."1ling the base factor to be 

socialization, (or extraversion, or level of social frustration 

experienced), these figures suggest that deviant school behaviour is 

related in a si-mple linear fashion, whereas the relationship 

with property offending is better represented by a positively 

accelerated curve through the intervention of group interaction 

processes and/or other factors. 

These discussions of the data relating to racial, sex, 

and behavioural index differences have begun to anticipate 

later attempts at interpretation. However, it seems advisable 

to give indications of such directions while considering the 

actual data, so that any u.~justifiable inductive statements can 

be more easily recognised. 

Results C. The composition of the delinquent Sample. 

In discussing the composition of the delinquent sample it was 

pointed out that two criteria were used. The use of the two 

criteria was recorded by the head teachers.thus: 

Criterion A. Children known to have received police warnings 

or have been prosecuted for property offences. 



Criterion B. Children with a record of persistent tru.J.ncy or 

pilfering in school. 

These were combined to form the delinquent sample. There was, therefore 

a dilution 0£ the class property offenders' by the inclusion of 

truants, and it is necessa:::y to de-.::ennine whether there is 

any evidence of fundar:h,mtal difficulties occur.ci.;-:q t'1rough t .. 1-i.is 

step. Provided that: the children incluc.ed through cxi'ccrion B 

z..re reasonabl:r similar ·co those included through criterion A 

('pure' property offenders), it would seem that no distortion 

has been introduced. Table 3-4 shows the relevant data. ::i.. c. is 

clear th.:i.t. use of criterion A above would have produced a rather 

small delinquent sarrple. The median nu,-nber of selected behaviour 

i terns wa5 higher for the criterion B group, but this is not a 

significant difference (medicm test: x2 = 1.35). The extent of 

truancy in the two groups was ascertained by inspection of the 

item GA2 in the Bristol Social Adjustment Guide which is checked 

when t.1-ie teacher believes a pupil to have been involved in 

truancy. Despite ti.1e fact that truancy was r,art of criterion B, 

2 
this behaviour is equally prevalent in both groups. There seems 

little reason to suppose that the groups selected under criterion 

A and B differ in any fundamental way. Indeed, this is what 

would be predicted on the basis of the generalised pattern of social 

maladjustment which will be proposed in later discussion. 

2. In fact this truancy item provided the sha::.::pest discrimin
ation between the delinquent and random samples, with an 
incidence of 69 in the delinquent sample and 14 in the 
random sample. It was not included as a selected item be
cause truancy was part of the delinquent sample selection 
criterion. 



TABLE 3-4 

ComEarison of Criteria A and B 

within delinquent sample 

Criterion N Median 
Score 

(Selected 
items) 

A 69 9 

B 79 10 

Number 
of 

truants 

33 

36 

U1 
(X) 
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' . . 
~cs~q~~~~o~ ~clinquent, &ss:g~c~ ~Y 0clicc 0:.: ~c~oo~, 

The r,10.st parsi!l~o~io"G.s co,-:.clusior1 is -~~ .. .,_ 
1..,.l .. c...L. 

t::(;::,c i tc:ns fo1.-m a diffuse C.cscript.ion o-:= vuriot:.s cJ.Sjiccts of 

i 1:c.-:1 ~)ool, for sugges·cing tha·c failure to rr.ec'c t:-:.c trc.c.i t::.o:-.c.::.. 

re~uL:-err,ents of classroom behaviour, (attenti vencss, si tti:.,; 

~traight, pen re~dy), can result from eitner a diifusc pattern 

of :"l.ostili-i::y and er..otio:.1al immaturity, or a r:--,orc matu:::-c, ,:,c2r 

orientated, ac.ul t detad'led pa·::ter:i.. pool of scloctca i tc;:.s 

was giver.. adcii tional va:.idation by showing the :,ic;:, co:.:-rcl&t.ior. 

between incidence ol -ti~e items in the Sl.L'.)-groups of the :::-ando~ 

sa~ple, anc national rates of property offending for these sro~?S-

The occurrence of the selected items was examined in re:.a~::.on 

to age, but no siq~ificant developmental trends were found. ~n 

exception to this conclusion was t:.-ic C:elinqucnt sc..1-:1:p:.e, w:1ere 

there is evidence suggesting that amongst the delinquent pupi::..s, 

a change of school environment leads to a temporary reductio:-. in 

the rate of difficult behaviour in the new environment. 

Signific~:1t differences in the occurrence of the selectec.. 

items were fou.,d with males and Maoris showing t.'-ie hi<;hcst rates. 

It was suggested that attempts to explain raci.::.l or sex differer.ccs 

ir. the rate of property offending must take account of tl-:c wider 

puttern of negatively valued social behaviours associated with 

such illeqal behaviour. 
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This c:1apter will report a s·::uciy which is tc.r:.gcntic:.l 

However, the :Zindings oi ·chis s tu.:iy si.;.r,i)o.::·::: 

c0r.ccpt of va:c::.atio:ns L1 level of. sociz..lis2.tio~1, a:.1ci. gi vc dir-

cction to later tb2:oreticc:.l ar,d intcg·rative discus::,ion. 

One sir.\?lc fact gives rise to this section. 

age for property offending has, w:-.til recently, rc.r.aii1ed co::.::.ist<2r,i:.ly 

at 14 for many years, exce:pt in 1961. The Sco-.:.tish st,:::i:.i.:-:'cics 

s:-.ow t..:1~·i:. in 1961 the peak age W<lS .:i:i:. 13, thoug::-i. t:.,c diffc;:cncc 

frora tl1c l~-yea.r-old rate was 1.1m:sinal. Fu:ct.ncr i::-.spcction showec 

·.:.'.at i:r,e co:1.ort who were aged 14 in l961 show .:. consis·i:.en-::ly 

lower crime ru.te 1 t1-.ar-. would be expected. 

:.:e:...evant r:i:ces are shown. Looking at the ra•i:.es -;.or c:.-:i.y age group, 

t."'ley increase steadily from year ·to year. This steady increase is 

b:.:o~en when the cohort under consideration appears. In ..:;c.ch case, 

from t.1-ie 12-year-old colurm to the 16-year-old colur,m, the 

appearance of the cohort is marked by as light drop in the crime 

rate, followed by a substantial increase, representi-:i.g a return 

to the overall tendency. 

The cohort we are considering were born soon after e-.a Seconc 

World War, and repl.'"esent the peak of the 'baby bulge'. The Annual 

Reports of the Registrar General for Scotland shew a peak marriage 

1. This scc-'cion will use the crime ~, as shown in 
the official statistics, remembering that this is 
predominantly property offences for -~ .. ...: age groups 
in question. 
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C:.:i.~~c :i{atc per 1,000 populatio,-,, Scotlanc. 1958-19G4 

(Prorr. Table 18, Cri~~nal Statistics, Scotla~a). 

l•1ales 0:1ly 

.e.a.<;C 
. , 
J. ... 12 13 14 15 l.6 

Ye:t .. :: 

1958 15.5 22.7 29.8 36.4 27.9 29 - '~ 

1959 18.6 20.7 31.3 38.l 29.3 28.9 

1960 18.8 23.1 29.4 38.8 33.8 2S.7 

1961 21.3 29.2 38.5 37.8 35.6 33.2 

1962 ~u.4 28.0 38.5 46.0 32.1 35.4 

1963 20.6 28.5 ~0.6 50.5 38.5 33 . .S 

1964 18.7 26.6 39. 5 47.6 38.1 37.2 
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:.:-a'.:.-:: in 19'15, :'.:ollrn-1..:::d by }X}ill( birth rates in l0L.:G ar.d l'J,:7. Given 

19tl6 or 10-17 . 

.:.ge to t:l:e neares'c who::!..0 year docs ~o-::: allow spe:cificat:io:1 of L,e 

year of birt:1 ff,orc accurately. 

A prim.:. faci.e case: has been established :Zo:: supposi,,s t.hat 

Scottish male childrc:,. in tile 1946/47 coi10:;,_·t shc,.•1 crir,~c rates ::i.css 

ti-,a;.1 neighbouring cohorts, during their adolescent years. It is 

now necessary to show as clearly as possible tha"i:. this apparen·.:. 

variation in crime rates is a consistent feature, and searc~ for 

possible causes or concomitants of the phenorr,enon. 

3. The 19L:6/47 cohort crime rate. 

The best known attempt to ciernonstra.tc consistent varicrcions 

in the official statistics ha.s been Wilkins' apparent dcmonstr:.:it-

ion of a delinquen·t generation (Wilkins, 1960). H:. now seuns quite 

clear that t.'li.e early criticisms by Walters (1963), and detailed 

a."1alysis by Rose (1968) show serious and fatal flaws in Wilkins' 

technique. Tne central aspect of the criticisms is that where, as 

in Table 4-1, one is dealing with a series of different. age trends, 

determined by complex variables, there is a strong danger of 

p~oducing artifacts. Specifically, the tendency has been 

for the rate of delinquency increase to be much lower for the 

youngest age groups than for ·the older. This tends to produce .::.bove 

expected rates on the diagonal of the table (in Table 4-1 ·i.:his 

is the 1946/47 cohort), and below expected rates on each side of 

the diagonal. 

The first point to no~e is that as lower rates of offending 

are postulated for the ~ohort in question, this tendency will 
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different sa..'T.ple frc:.r.:es, so that t!1e cohort under considcr.c:tion 

appears in~ different position in each analysis. This procedure 

will ·;:c11.d to ca~-.cc:. out the effect of non-homogeneous time; -:::::-ends. 

The rr.ethod of determining whether t~1.e cril:1e rates of 1946/47 

co:1.orc deviate fro:n e:...1.,ecta·i:ion is thus as follows: 

The technique suggested by Wilkins (1960) for dctec·::ing 

variations is essentially similar to t.11.e deriva·tion of C'ni-Square. 

usi:-1g a ·cable of delinquency ra:tes, with age of offender as 

column, ar..d year as row, the eA-pected rate is derived fro~:-

Eij = lwcrage rate for year i X Average rate for age group j 

Average rate for whole table 

Using the expected rate so derived, we can calculate a percentac;;e 

deviation from eA-pectation thus:-

Deviation 
0 - E 

T;, .... X 100 

Tnree analyses were performed using this method:-

Analysis 1 

Analysis 2 

Analysis 3 

Years 1958 to 1963 (Scottish Statistics - Males only) 

Age 11 to 16 

The 1946/47 cohort is the diagonal of t...~e table. 

Years 1955 to 1960 

Age 11 to 16 

The 1946/47 cohort appears in three cells in the 

bottom left section of the table. 

Years 1961 to 1966 

Age 11 to 16 

The 1946/47 cohort appears in three cells in the 

top right section of the table. 
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dcnce of dcl.r.' r-.q''•"'~~- ·ni:-•"f--.av.._·· our. ,.., ... ,. , ,-\- , ._._ .. - -· t :com , ... ne anovc cr.:.:ee c:...na .. ys e:s we 

obtain:-

:.o estirll'-tcs of the 194.:V~S z::1d 19£19/50 cohorts 

11 estimates of i::.1-ie 1945/46 c::..nd 1948/49 cohorts 

12 estimates o:Z t.1"le 1946/47 coho:ct. 

The estimates are shown in Table 4 - 2. It is cle.:i.r tnu.·;: t:,c:i:e 

is very co:-isiderable variation in the estimates for c::.ny coho:ct. 

However, t.."'le estimates for the 1946/47 cohort are all negative und 

cluster reasonably \·rell around the :.:nean value of -Li...13~.;. 'I'ne 

c.:m;:;istcnC'J of the trend toward lower crime rates for this coho:.:-t 

is thus qui-ce impressive. Tnere seems no reason to suppose tiw.t 

&rti:Zacts of the kind noted in earlier studies of this kind cl.re 

responsible for the ~eviation from eA-pected rates. 

C. Concomita~ts of the cohort crime rate. 

The reasons for this variation in the crime rate of the 

1946/47 conort are by no means self evident. In fact, on many 

grounds one would tend to predict exactly the reverse trend in 

tb.c crime rate. The cohort was substantially larger than the 

preceding cohort and this must have placed considerable strain 

on the social services~ particularly schools, who deal with 

children. Similarly, the existence of a higher density of popu

lation for eac.~ age group of the cohort should lead to higher 

rates of peer interaction, a f~ctor frequently implicated as a 

catalyst in delinquent behaviour. Thus from the perspective of 

social disadvantage or delinquent influences the trend runs against 

expectation. 

There seems no reason for proposing, and no chance of testing, 
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'chis c.::,hor'i:. However, S'i:ott (1966) hz.s pro:i.,osed that the cr,viron-

:.T,;'.)nt of ·che devclopi::ig· foetus mU£t be regarded as a special case 

o-.:. congeni -.:.al fuctors, wi t.'l-i a casual role in later behaviour. 

Specifically, Stott proposes that wher·:: t.hc i-::other experiences 

severe emotional stress during pregnancy the resulting inter-

u·tcrine enviror .. --nent leads to interference wi t:i fo.:ytal ccvelop-

ment and a consequent pattern of physical and behavioural L;,pair

ment during childhood. 

t•?i thout cnt:ering the complex debat.e on the evidence for this 

hyj?otllesis, it does see.-r, worth examining in relation to our les::; 

delinquc~1t cohort. It might reasonably be proposed that '.:.'l.c ret..:rn 

to family life, or the n<::w marriages just entered into aft.er t:rn 

war, would represent a particularly favourable climate for maternal 

stilbility. Subsequently, the 'honeymoon' period after the war, 

both on a personal and national level would quickly be replaced 

by a return to a realisation of the austerity and probler:'IS of 

'peace'. The Annual Report of the Registrar General for Scotland 

was examined for any evidence to support this explanation. If the 

rate of interuterine disadvantage had been lowered this should be 

reflected in lower rates of still births or deaths of-children 

under oneyear of age. Both of these are ~egarded by Stott as extreme 

outcomes of impairment. As shown in Table 4 - 3, there are no var

iations in either of these rates appropriate to the vecy restricted 

period of reduced crime rate under consideration. Similarly, ille

gitimate births show no striking or appropriate variations. These 

might be expected to have an association through the previous 

hypothesis, stressful pregnancies, or the question now to be 

considered, socialisation variables. 
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Ti:::3IB 4 - 3 

BIRTII ST.Z'.TISTICS - SCOTi,l-.irn 194.(,-50 

I I I 

19~4 19~5. 1~t6 1 1947! 19~8i 19~9! ~950 
f-,· -------------1----+---i-1 __ .J_•_,,1 __ --;'---if-' ---·----

I 

! I I i 
i : IllcCTitima.te Births 

I ~~r cent of live 
I ..oirths 

I I Deaths of children 
j u.--.c.er 0:1.e year 
; per 1,000 live births 

Still births per 
1,000 births 

7 .94 

65.0 

32.5 

8.66 6.65 

56.2 53.8 

32.8 32.3 

I 

5.581 

55.8 

30.5 

i 
I I 

5.76i 
I 

5.461 5.23 
I 

i 
j 

I 

i 
! 41. ,:; 

I 

i 
I ~a ,.. I .) • o 44.7 

I i 

28.7 i27-l i 26.9 j 
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cohort in cri.:cs ·..:ion a:.:-~ L.::ely 

·co ha.ve suffered social disadvantage in minor ways, ·.:l-.rough the size of 

the cohort, thus predicting a rise rather than a Qrop in cr me 

::z;.tc, 2..nd it a9p.::ars that ther,;;; is no empirical support for con9eni-cal 

factor::; u..--i.d.erlying t.'l-ie lower vuj_nerability of the cohort. ':..'his 

leaves t:1.e broad area of socialisation variables. nowevcr, the 

search may be narrowed by realising that the very rcstric~cd drop L1 

crime r<1tc, applying only to t."1is coho:ct, impliGs some aspect of thG 

socialisation process which is similarly restricted. Eost social-

isution variables operate over long periods of childhood, .::nd seem 

uri.likely to produce such a delineated effect fo:;: just one cohort. 

For example, it can hardly be argued that the lower delinquency rate 

results from fathers who have returned from the services with stro:-.g 

views on discipli.i.e. Such an effect would be far more diffusely 

spread over several cohorts. 

Further inspection of the A.-inual Report of the Regist.rar 

General for Scotland shews that the 1946/47 cohort is distinguished 

by the high proportion of first born children. (Table '1 - 4). 

Using the years 1945 - 49, and t.~e rate of first horns per 1,000 

births, the 1947 cohort shows +6.8% first horns, compared with 

expectation. 

While this study only deals with the Scottish datu in <lctuil, 

the lower delinquency r.:.:ces of the 1946/47 cohort, and the higher 

proportion of first borns in 1947 birth statistics are found in 

other statistical analyses. Rose (1968), in discussing the 'delinquent 

generation' hypothesis gives a very full analysis of criminal 

statistics for England a."1.d vr ... :..es. His Table 1 indicates a similar 

pattern of lower delinquency rates for the 1946/47 cohort, as in 
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'c.\.ule L.i-1 of ·c.:.'1is stuc.y, and his 'I'ablc IV, int.ci1dcd \:.o d,,l,Xl;-,:::;-;:.:.:-.::.·tc 

'.:.;:e: .::.::-tifact.s in WiD:ins (1960) calculat.io:;s, shm;s cle.::,.:::-ly t.h.J.t. 

the 1S<:6/L~7 cohort. has special fca:turcs. The Re;gis-t:r·a:..· Gc:·:eral's 

s·::..::..:.istical Reviews of En~;land and Wales show a hig:;_1 ra'.:.e of fi:.:-st 

bo:;:-ns for 1947. Calculation of deviation from expe:ci:od rates 

gives a pattern of vario.tions ve:.:;:-y simi l,ir to '£abl<:: 4 - 4 of ·this 

study, t..'-1.ough the positive deviation of the 1947 Co11ort is less. 

A:.-1 interesting and very stringent test of the scneralit.y of the:~e 

st.atist.ical phenomena would be the data for New Zealand. Unfo:.c-

tu.'1ai:ely, me introduction of a Juvenile Crime Prcven-.:io:·, Service 

in 1959, had ~1e effec·c of drastically reducing court a;;;:=>cc.::-.::mc-2s 

at all ag·cs for this year, and probably for succc,2ding years, 

'.:.i1us in:croducing an additional factor in the most crime prone 

yea:.:-s of t.J.'1e 19<16/47 cohort. No conclusions about the c.clinqucncy 

ra'ces of t..11is cohort are therefore possible. However, t:,e New 

Zealand Official Yearbook shows clearly that t.½e 1947 cohort had 

a high proportion of first. borns, a.~d the deviation from expect

ation is even grea:ter tha..1 in the U.K. data. 

Thus the co-incidence of a cohort with a low rate of crime 

and a high rate of first borns seems to have some generality. T'ne 

use of this kind of actuarial evidence has been severely criticised 

in the social sciences and, in legalistic terms, is only circw-:-,

stancial. Nevertheless, the opposing view, that full scientific 

rigour is only achieved by manipulation of t.½c variables and 

consequent behaviour change, is over restrictive for t.½e study 

of human behaviour. This «pproach usually involves laboratory 

studies and problems of generalisation, and is not without 

artifactual and fallacious errors. 
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:Irn12ve:r to add weiy}1·t to the kind of c1ctuc,_ri.c1:::. cvid2ncc j,::oc:i:c..:ccd 

i·c is necess::..ry to shO\v sorr.e supporting grounds for Su.:?posi.1g 

·c.:1.:::t. CJ. population with a hig11. proportion of firs·t borns shouid 

D. Tl10:: relationship of ordinal position e.nd colincn:::mcv 

Two recent revie~·lS of ordinal position (Sai719son, 1965, 1varrcn, 

1966) discuss the relationships of ordinal position to delinquency, 

and conclude that the relationship, if any, is very tenuous. 

Strangely, neither reviewer quotes Glueck & r::1ueck (1950) v1ho 

si1.owed a statistically significant relationship between ordinc1l 

position ar1d delinquency, with first born, only children and 

youngest children showing relatively low rates. Lees & Newson 

0.954) a.,d l--:cCord & HcCord (1959) demonstrated ·c.i.'1e sa.-r:e pattern 

of relationships. The lower delinquency rates of youngest children 

needs to be borne in mind as many theoretical attempts to explain 

the effects of ordinal position assign beneficial child socialisation 

conditions only to the first born or only child. 

In attempting to provide an adequate theoretical basis for a 

rela·tionship between being first born and lower risk of delinquency 

involvement., MacDonald (1969) provides a good starting point with 

the suggestion that firstborns are more highly socialised than 

l°"tcr barns. He derr.onstrated that subjects with this ordinal 

position were more likely to volunteer for an experiment, a.ud 

keep their appointment, less likely to drop out of the e~-periment 

or voice suspicions about its purpose. In general then, it can be 

said mat the firstborns were more conscientious and trusting. 

CarDJing this line of thought to the extr~~e of over-socialisation, 

Kayton & Borge (1967) showed that obsessive-co,npulsive out-patient 
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c:inic patie::-rcs we::cc prec1o,ninai,·i:ly first bo:n·, o:c only chiJ.cu:cn, 

2..nci w:1cr, conc:_,a:ccd with a control swnplc 0£ no:1-c,:i.)scssio,1a.:i.. 

pc:;.·cients the diffc::re:.:.ce was highly signific~mt. They a~,cribe 

t.i1is ·co t.;.1e excessi vc super-ego development of fi:cst born 

children. 

Tl-.e w2ak link in pos'culated relationships of th.is kind is 

direct evidence on the child rearing practices of pare:n'cs 

·::ow.::.rc.s first and later bor,1 children. Eoweve:c, sorr.e stuc.ies 

have been carried out, a..7.d Lc:.sko (1954) a..7.d Hih:0,1 (1967) see,,, 

to 2.grec, on t.i"'-ie basis of observational studies, t:1at pa:ce1·.-cs o-.Z 

first born children are more interfering, coercive and restrictive. 

Lasko also examined :mothers' behaviour towards s<:::cond childre;:. 

who were cle.:.rly destined to rer.:ain the youngest, as against 

second children who had been 'displaced' . She found that the 

second child, when the youngest, was also treated in a rr,ore res

trictive and coercive manner. It would be unwise to base too r:n.1ch 

on ·chis one study, particularly as the n1;.r.1Der of subjects in 

Lasko's sub analysis are small, but the u.,expected similarity of 

parent behaviour ·towards eldest and 'youngest' childre., is intriguing. 

It was noted above that both eldest and youngest children have been 

demonstrated to have relatively low delinquency rates by Glueck 

(1950) & McCord & McCord (1959). The direct inference would be 

that interfering, coercive, and restrictive behaviour by parents 

produces lower chances of becoming delinquent (albeit somewhat 

higher chances of becoming obsessional-compulsive outpatients!). 

A more parsimonious generalisa·.:ion might be tha'c at the heart 

of the matter is the parents' involvement with L'l-ie child. It seems 

intuitively reasonable to suppose that this will be higher with 

the eldest or only child, and the youngest. They are all 'special 1 

in different ways. By special we mean important to the parents, as 
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o:.,,posed to the not uncorcc.T,on st.J:cus of c:1ild:~cn .::.s ::.,,,,~ll i.li1:.:uly 

se:..:: tlieir children as having-specic:.l status, they i::.:::-c li}:cly ·::.o 

:·,1:::inito:c and guide their behc::.viour ,-:.ore closely. Greater involve, .. ent 

will lead to more caring, even if cocrci ve ai1d re~ tricti vc. And 

t.hi.s :eads back to the original question of the lcw-d,"::..inquency 

cohort. T"ne co:1ort does contain an above average proportion of 

first born children, but t..'1e 'match' betwee.1 the delinque11cy rates 

and iirst born rates is not al toget:1e:c convincing. It scc::,ns :cc.:1-

sonable t.o 2.ssw--ne that a lc.rge proportion of t.'1e children born 

soon after the end of World War II would be 'special'. They would 

be a symbol of the return to normal life, and receive more ·ci1u.:1 

the usual amount of caring. So t.ha·t the low delinquency rates of 

the 1946/47 cohort would be explicable in terms of both the high 

proportion of first born children,. and other children with a 

special 'after the war' status. 

Tnis account is very tentative. T"ne firrr.est point is that 

some aspect of the socialisation of children born im.--nediately 

aft.er the war seems to be an element in the lower delinquency 

rules of the cohort. It is not necessary that this account for 

the whole effect. Inspection of actual juvenile offences, (e.g. 

t;-;.13 Hamilton area study - Chapter 2), shows that mc1ny recorded 

offences are the result -of a small group act with one or more 

clearly anti-social individuals amongst the group, probably 

providing a catalyst effect. Thus a reduction in the nu..ilier of 

poorly socialised individuals could lead to a reduction in 

delinquency rates greater than the contribution of these indi

viduals alone. 

Summary 

The peak age for property crimes unexpectedly moves from 14 
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to 13 in 1961 in Scotland. This change is part of a consisten-~=-}r 

lower crin1e rate of all ages for the cohort born in 1946/47, and 

use of "\'Jilk.ins I method, modified to reduce artificats, gives an 

esti,,.atc of -11.13!'.; in relation to expected rates. The only clear 

recorded concomitant of this recuccd crime rate is the higher 

t.~an expected proportion of first horns in the cohort. Inspection 

of statistical data for England and \~ales, and New Zealand show 

that the above features have some generality. The literature on 

delinquency research and child development give some support to the 

proposition that a cohort containing an above average proportion 

of first born or other special status children will have. a lower 

than average crime rate. 

\_ 
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Chapter 5 - Overview of errpirical 
stuc.ics 

'i'"nis chapter will look at the outcomes of the cpidcm-

iolog·ica:i. s·cudics described, a.-.d consider t.-ieir ircplications 

for ti,e understanding of juvenile offending. The section will 

also critically examine t.;,e results from the point of view of 

wnat may be called 'radical criminology'. 

This position has been well summarised by Box (1971), 

who shows a greater respec·t for evidence t.1-J.an is usual in this 

approach. The reason for takir:.g close account of this position 

is that it is very hostile to just the kind of studies undertaken; 

b~sing findings on officially collected data. 

Radical criminology is part of the wider movement in social-

ogical thinking, away from positivistic theories towards discussing 

the relativity of reality (e.g. Berger & Luckmann, 1967). Thus the 

argument is not that there is a reality out there to be discovered, 

but that 'reality' is constructed by individuals through t.-ieir 

social interactions, and to a large extent imposed by the past 

history of social interactions of those who particularly influence 

any individual. The social reality for a child is defined by its 
'----... 

interactions with parents, teachers.and others, but is heavily 

influenced by the social reality that those adults have previously 

constructed. 

Radical criminology applies this perspective to the search 

for causes of deviant behaviour, and rejects particularly a path

ological model, the identification of sick members of society. 

Writers like Becker H.S. (1964) and Cohen (1971) show how deviance of 
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c2r'.::c..in ·cypes is more cl0.c1rly understood as a co,~l}?le:-: interc,.ction 

bc·~wccn persons whose behaviour ,:~uses difficul-c.ics fo:c the modal 

construction of reality in the society, and the labelling c1,1d 

cnfo:ccL1g agencies wi t.11.in the society. While very convincing in 

so:n2 of the rr.ore esoteric areas of deviance, it rer,,ains to be 

shown t:1at this perspective can integrate the available evidence on 

tho more central illld socially e:q)ensive areas of juvenile property 

offending and the vast area of traffic offences. I'c is still nee-

essary to cope with evidence such as that presented by the Gluccks 

(1950) with respect to juvGnile offending, and surru-:iarised by Shaw & 

Sic:1cl (1971) with respect to traffic offending, which make it diff

icult to completely discard the pathology model. Lemerts 1 concepts 

of primary and seconda~-y deviation (Lc~crt, 1951) help to resolve 

t~is point, which will be discussed.later. 

An aspect of the critique presented by radical criminology 

with particular relevance to our investigation of juvenile property 

offending is the questioning of official statistics. Doubts abou'c 

the validity of ·.:he officially produced indices of deviant be-

haviour have been an important aspect of social research for many 

years. It has been quite clear t.'1at the process from acts through 

detection to official action and recording gives wide possibilities 
\ 

for distortion, bias, and other deliberate or inadvertent manipu-

lation. Nevertheless, it has been generally supposed that there 

is some correspondence between the reality of deviant acts and offic-

ial knc,wledge of these acts. For instance, the differential rates 

of offending for t.~e various socio-economic levels forms the basis 

of many socio:ogical theories of delinquency (e.g. Cohen, 1955, 

Cloward & Ohlin, 1961, Miller 1958). 

Probably the single factor of greatest import for moving a 
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~t:;::gc further in the SUC!stic., .g of official data has been ·c.hc 

.::civc:-.t of s12lf repcrt s·tudies. Wl1ile this method hc::s its own 

:9i tfalls, °i::he irmnense discrepancy :Oot,.,ecn the ext.ent: of juvenile 

delinquency, and the= class and race di:i:fercntic1ls, indicu.'cc;d by 

tnc self report ;::nd official procedures could not be ignored. 

i:2:1is developrr,cnt blended with the new push towards looking 

critically at the social org,:misation of law enforcement procedures 

as a causal fc:.ctor in t..'1e nature and volume of deviance. To.k:.nc:i-

fr,e sur,u.-uary by Box (1971), it becomes clear that we must consider 

carefully the processes by which any data were obtained. Whcthc::. 

or not an act which can be officially designated as criminal 

brought to the attention of the police is a first step. The Process 

of police s0.arch for an offender will be a second stage, and will be 

considerably determined by the personal theories held by police 

officers. Clearly, it is more economical to look first at those 

persons who are hypothesised to be most at risk. Such persons 

therefore have the greatest risk of being caught thus validating 

the hypothesis. A similar process will operate in the less 

common cases of being caught 'red handed'. 

Suspicion and therefore investigation will be differential in 

terms of the investigato:i:s social constructions. Bias here will 

operate not only for the police, but also for people like employers, 

shop managers, and store detectives with more limited areas of 

surveillance. The demeanour of a suspect will tend to determine 

whether an inquiry is pursued, and the force of such further 

investigation. The progress to official recording is then further 

complicated by the long recognised processes of differential pro-

secution, legal support, and sentencing. 
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w:1ile an attempt will be made to seriously consiC:cr the perspective 

outlined above, in reviewing the data reported in previous studies, 

i ·c is worth issuing a caveat to radical criminology. Once a 

relativistic point of view is adopted, it no longer becomes important 

·ci1at official data should reflect all acts of a certain kind, or 

c.11 persons who are responsible for these acts. Whether or not 

.::n act., whatever its legal classification, is defined as a social 

~roblem, is a matter for the victim or observer. Whether or not 

the person responsible for an act is a problem for a society is 

defined by police, courts and public opinion, not simply by his 

act. Thus official data remains a reflection of perceived social 

concern, or areas of social difficulty, given the present form of 

society. Sarlier societies did not have such extensive and spec-

ialised organisations for coping with deviance. This was accom-

plished in less 'formal ways. The more informal methods of re-

spending to and controlling deviance remain in complex modern 

societies but the official data is restricted to those events 

and persons dealt wit.~ in the formal manner. There fo:-ce a study 

based on these formal records is asking questions about those 

events and persons who present problems to modern society, not 

about all deviants. 

B. The Har:iilton and Area Study 

In this part of the research, based on the Youth Aid Section 

reports, it was possible to obtain a clearer picture of the acts and 

persons contributing to the pe~~ age phenomenon. By using pro

secution and non-prosecution cases one of the selecting biases was 

::ccmoved, and as noted in Chapter 2 this bias does operate. The 

Maori prosecution rate is higher than the Non-Maori rate. (To 
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Sc..J tha·i: a bias operates is not to say that the bias is without u 

ra"i::.ional basis) . 

The major features of t.~c pe~~ age pheno~enon are that the 

peak. is a culmination of apparently low e::-..-pcrtise, marauding 

offences, like shoplifting, and is also the peak for first offenacrs. 

'l'hi.s conclusion is not unlike the much earlier finding of Rhodes 

(in Carr-Saunders, Mannheim & R..°"lodes 1942) , but to the earlier 

finding we are adding the point that t.-ie pe~c is not related to 

age simply; it is more a function of attendance at sc.~ool. There 

are ~arked differences in type of offence and proportion of first 

offenders between the 15 a..--id 16-year-olds in school, and these 

age groups cut of sc..-iool. 

It is also clear that property offending is not entirely ran-

o.orn. There appear to be two major thernes. One is an undcrst~ndiilile 

desire to satisfy specific unfulfilled needs. This is present 

throughout the age range. At the younger ages it includes thefts 

of cycles, at later ages thefts of cars. At all ages rather de-

liberate thefts of money occur, from changing rooms for instance, 

and some acts in other categories like shoplifting seem to have 

definite aims. Alongside this is another area which appears much 

more random and is probably represented best in shoplifting. The 

aim in many such offences is apparently to see what can be obtained. 

Tnis pattern is very similar to what Gold (1970) has described as the 

'pick up game' of delinquency. It requires the co-operation and 

willingness of one or more like-minded persons. This is the kind 

of delinquency which seems to be associated with being at school, and 

to drop fairly sharply after leaving school. Given this casual play 

aspect it is important to note that ~his seems to be a fairly inevitable 
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con3cqucnce of ~1e leisure, extensive peer contact and relative 

fin,:mcial deprivation of tI1e school child. If the school lc.:i.ving 

o.gc is raised the volume of ·t:;1is kind of delinquency will increase, 

and liberal reforms in schools are not likely to alter this fact. 

Whet!1er or not u. child is willing to play the delinquency ga.--ne 

is a question to be explored in later sections of this chapter and 

in a final theoretical discussion. 

The reduced risk of being involved in property offending, 

after leaving school, implied by the data does require some discussion. 

Is it the case t.~at some individuals are no longer at risk, . . ... or 1.s 1. .. 

the case that all individuals are less at risk? It would strengthen 

cz.sc for accepting the latter implication if it can be shown 

that research focused on individuals, rather than overall trends, 

points in the same direction. Two American studies have tackled t~1is 

problem, and although neither was confined to property offences, this 

category was the major classification in both cases. Elliott (1966) 

followed the delinquent careers of 743 tenth grade boys in two large 

urban high schools, through the three year period up to graduation. 

He compared in-school rates of delinqueno.1, with out-of-school rates. 

The out-of-school rates were obtained through looking at the offences 

of those who dropped out during the three year period. Tne overall 

out-of-school rate was substantially lower than the in-school rate, 

though this effect was mainly due to the very sharp drop in rate of 

offending for those from lower socio-economic neighbourhoods. Those 

frcm higher s.E.S. areas showed similar rates of offending in and out 

of school. If the focus is only on those who were officially designated 

as delinquent through one or ~ore referrals during their in-school period, 

then Elliott finds a halving of referral rate for the out of school 
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period, and this result applied to both S .E. S. grou-ps. Elliott 

used official data on offences, and discusses the possible bi<1Ses 

involved, but concludGs that t.½ey would either not affect his 

results or make ti,e estimates of differential rates on ti1c con-

servative side. Mukherjee (1971) looked at the question of in-school 

vs out-of-school delinquency rates in the context of a cohort study, 

children born in 19'15 in Philadelphia. His findings in general 

support the picture from Elliott's study: the rate of delinquency 

involverr,ent is much higher for those in school than for those out of 

sc.'1001, and even though those who drop out of school early have a 

high rate of delinquency involvement, this drops markedly after 

leaving school. 

An important consideration is whether the data on which the 

previous conclusions are based is open to serious distortions of the 

kind indicated in the introductory discussion. The absence of self 

report studies in New Zealand give no chance of comparison on the 

proportions in the various offence categories. Very tentatively 

the study by Belson (1968) can be considered. This obtained 

detailed interview self reports of stealing behaviour from boys in 

1 London . Roughly similar proportions of boys in Hamilton were 

apprehended for burglary and shoplifting. In nelson's study 

1 I3clson's study highlights the problem of self report studies. 
T"ne evidence and variety of stealing behaviour increased as 
one moved down the socio-economic ladder but then decreased 
at the lowest unskilled level. It is of course possible that 
this is a true picture of previously unsuspected class var
iation in delinquency. But unless well supported by other 
means it leaves an alternative explanation, that boys at this 
level are very suspicious of the researcher, a very real 
possibility. Gold (1970) found ti1e highest rates of self 
L~?ort delinquency at the lowest status level. 
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~;i10~1lifd.ng had a much higher frequency than 'getting into .:t pl.:i.cc 

and stealing'. However, several other catego:.::-ies in his s·tudy might 

hc:.ve been varieties of burglary (stealing from coTiT.\crcial premises 

was listed separately). Theft of money is a relatively high frc-

quency offence in both studies. stealing cycles i-,as a fairly low 

frequency behaviour in Belson's study as in the present research; 

similarly with stealing milk (in London), miL1._ money (in New Zeala.'1d). 

T0us there is no firm reason for rejecting the proportions of 

property offending shown by the Hamilton study, though there must 

;_;,~ c;o11~;idcr.-1ble v.:i.ri.ation:.; in U1c reportinq anu dc:tcction of V,ff.i.ou:; 

categories of offences. 

Belson's study is of some help in considering the final aspect 

of the Hamilton area data: the age, sex and race variations in 

property offending. 

obtained by Belson; 

The usual finding of self report studies was 

being caught by the police was related to 

involvement in stealing, but many of those with high involvement were 

never caught. If a boy had been caught by the police once there was 

a 4 to 1 chance that he was above the median in self reported 

stealing, if he had been caught three times or more the chances were 

50 to lthat he was above the median. Of particular interest was 

the finding that the groups high on social or school status were 

far less likely to be detected, considered in relationship to their 

self reported rates, but the detection rates for sub-groups were 

related to the degree of stealing involvement for that group. 'l'hus 

the offending rates known to the police had a reasonable relationship 

with the actual amount of stealing by that group. If L½at result can 

be generalised to the Hamilton area study, it can be assumed that it 

is possible to accurately rank the sub-groups defined by age, sex, 

and race on the basis of the police report data, but the precise 
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proportion of property offending between the groups will be less 

certain. 

There seem to be no strons grounds for supposing that age 

will be a stror.g detcrr.iinant of whether police detect and report, 

cxce;~t the obvious tendency to avoid such official action with 

respect to the youngest offenders. However even 6-year-olG.S are 

the subject of suc.i. reports in a few cases, so it seems that by 

the 11-year group, the youngest figuring prominently in the present 

analysis, police reports are likely to show relatively little under

reporting. 

Ti1e most serious distortions are likely to be in respect of 

tile sex and race differentials. The racial differential is ver-J 

large; the total offences for Maori children are higher than for 

~i.e non-Maori groups though they represent only 15 to 20% of the 

relevant age groups. The sex differential is also marked but the 

ratio is smaller in the Haori group (31:.:1) than the non-Maori 

group (5½:l). The safest assumption is that these relative 

orderings are reliable, but the size of the differences greatly 

inflated. The inflation of the differences is easily understood. 

In the case of both sex and race differences it seems fair to 

assume that in attempting detection the police act rationally on the 

basis of previous experier.ce. Thus they assume that the offender is 

more likely to be male than female, Maori than non-Maori. Given 

this rational pre-judgement it is more likely that males and Maoris 

will be detected, thus amplifying the effect still further. 

One cannot blame police officers for acting rationally and 

efficiently, though it may be necessary to apply counter balances 

in the interests of social justice. 

The racial differential may be further amplified by another 
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~sp~ct of t11e process of detection. If an investigating officer 

is given the info::."'mation that a Maori child was seen in tl1c re-

lcvant. area, his area of search is markedly reduced to a r:linori t.y 

of the adolescent population. Given the information that a non-

~-Iaori child is involved, the restriction is only minor. Thus 

again, dct.ection is more likely for the Maori child simply through 

the possession of a darker skin. 

Thus, it is assumed that the official dat.a is accurate in its 

indication that Maori children are more delinquent than non-Maori 

children, and that boys are more delinquent than girls, but that 

these differences may well be highly exaggerated, if the police 

are rational and efficient in their detection procedures. 

The final point fror:i the Hamilton area study is the earlier 

sharp rise in property offending for Maori children, and the 

slight drop in the volume of offending for Maori boys.beb~een 

13 and 14 years of age. The implications of these features 

will be examined in the next section, in relation to difficult 

behaviour at school, and in the more general discussion of soc

ialisation. 

C. T'.ne School Behaviour Studv 

Two main aims were behind this study: to gain a wider pic-

ture of early adolescent behaviour trends, and to discover whether 

there was a general increase in difficult behaviour in early 

adolescence, of which the peak in property offending was an aspect. 

Ho significant age trends were found in the random sample, and thus 

t..-ic data cannot support the view that the peak age is part of a 

developmental trend. However, the data from this study can be used 

to consider some more general aspects of adolescent property offending. 
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The dominant finding is 'chat while difficult behaviour c1t school 

c:.nd property offending are very hi9:1ly correlated on a popu°lation 

s-..ib-<Jroup a..,alysis, the school behaviour criterion stays relatively 

st:able while the property offending rate increases rapidly. The 

1nost reasonable inference to draw from this is that the two se;ts of 

02~1aviours arise from some cor.unon source, but are under the control 

of different environmental variables. Considering the behaviours 

in question, a purely inductive approach suggests that this common 

base is a failure in social adjustment, or inadequate socialisation. 

In the school setting of this study, the interaction bct.-wccn 

inadequate socialisation and the pressures of the environment had 

presumably produced some level of deviant behaviour which was 

relatively stable. Hence no significant variation with age was 

found. But in early adolescence the child is really only just 

beginning to move out into the wider i.-1orld outside the home and 

school. This change in orientation is rather dramatically illustrated 

in a study by Husgrove (1963), in which adolescents asked to choose 

companions for an outing showed about 50% choosing parents at age 11 

but only about 7% at age 14. Bowerman and Kinch (1959) have shmm a 

similar developmental change with an American sa.-nple, and HcKissack (1972) 

has confirmed Musgrove's general findings for a New Zealand sample of 

school children. 

It is suggested that the rapid increase in property offending 

during early adolescence is due to the interaction of inadequate 

socialisation and a new set of opportunities for this to appear in 

~ehaviour towards other people's property. Deviance of ot.L~er kinds 

appears as the same individuals encounter the later opportunities 

offered by public houses, motor vehicles·, work and marriage. 
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This more general picture will be examined furt..'1.er in Chapter 6. 

'l,.ne apparent level of property offending c::.s shown by nc..tional 

statistics and the Hamilton area study will of course be u.'1der the 

control of muny variables, and cannot be seen as a simple interaction 

between inadequate socialisation and the opportunities offered by the 

freedom of early adolescence. The high probability that differential 

rates are amplified by police detection methods has been discussed. A 

further a.11plifi_cation process is likely to arise through peer interac-•~ion, 

or the availability of companions to play the 'pick up gw-o.c' of dclin-

quency. Tne manner in which socialisation level interacts with. t~1c 

avail.:ibility of delinquent associ~tes is demonstrated by Voss (19G9). 

His stuay shows that where, through low socialisation, a boy is 

'vulnerable', the presence or absence of delinquent associates 

considerably changes the probability of delinquent behaviour. However, 

very little such variation in relation to presence of associates occurs 

when the level of socialisation is high and boy is 'insulated' . It 

is clear then that the basic probability of delinquency involvement 

predicted by level of socialisation will tend towards a positively 

accelerated function as the number of potential vulnerable associates 

in a population pool increases. This factor will be particularly 

important where minority groups, with a tendency to stick together 

occur, as is the case for Haori children in New Zealand. 

The value of this concept of inadequate socialisation for 

explaining the drop in property offending after the school leaving 

age is limited. It is necessary to look at the changes in life 

style which accomI?.,any the move from school to employment and de facto, 

if not legal, adult status, rather than at the basic level of soc-

ialisation. The employed adolescent is in a different position 
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v:hcn it comes to playing the casual delinquency gaJT\c. Ile is less 

li;.;:cly to be in contact with a large pool of willing associc,i:es. 

A..,d t.>ie ga,,,e is less likely to be attrac-c.ive, because the possible 

gains in ~~terial terms are insignificant, in many cases, to a 

wage earner. 

Some special features of the Hamilton area c,.ata have been noted. 

:-:aori children showed an earlier sharp rise in offending, and Mao:ci 

boys show sorr,e decline before the school leaving age. It would be unwise 

to speculate too much on the causes of ~~ese features, but it is 

tentatively suggested that the following poszibilities need further 

investigation. The fact th.:i.t .Maori Loys and q irls show the e.:irl.ie1· 

steep rise in property offending points to a racial or cultural basis, 

rather than some aspect of the level of socialisation (the levels of 

difficult school behaviour and rate of property offending for Maori girls 

are not very different from those for non-Z•1aori boys, indicating 

similar basic vulnerability. However, the non-Maori boys do not show 

this earlier steep rise in offending). The most likely 

basis for the early rise is in the peer interaction arr~lification 

factor discussed above, combined with the well documented early 

dependence of Maori children on peer groups (Earle, 1958; Ritchie 1962; 

Ritchie, 1963) . Because of the small relatively isolated groupings 

of Maori children, diffusion of new behaviours, like property offending 

will be much faster thari in the larger non-Maori groups. 

The drop in offending for Maori boys, from 13 to 14 is a very 

difficult feature to explain, and local Child Welfare officials 

were extremely surprised by it. As mentioned in Chapter 2, there 

is some evidence that the more difficult or academically resistant 

pupils, particularly Maori boys, unofficially leave school before 
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·i::}-,-3ir fifteenth birthday, with teachers turning c1 blind eye to 

t:.1is convenient development. Although unlikely to find employ:nent, 

such boys will tend ·to move out of the peer association network, 

possibly lowering their delinquency involvement risk. However, 

an alternative possibility is that social control mec::.sures are 

not as ineffective as is usually supposed. Previous discussion 

established the probability that police detection is related to known 

probclbili ties of offending. It may simply be the case that the rate of 

detection of Maori boy offenders is so high as to become a real and 

p0.1~sonally o>cp.3ricnccd, or asr:ociat,~ cxporiencc,d, f.,.ct in any ono 

showed that subjectively estimated risks of detection are related to 

ar.Dunt of stealing. 

Finally, in relation to the school behaviou:.:: study, some general 

implications of the data will be considered. It seems reasonable 

to suppose that the difficult school behaviour rates are a better 

guide to level of socialisation than property offending rates. The 

teacher's observations must contain some inaccuracy and bias, but 

are far closer to a comprehensive survey of overt behaviour. 

Considering the non-Maori samples it can be said that the socialisation 

level of girls seems to be higher than that of boys, but the 

difference though statistically significant is not very great. 

comparable to the sex difference Gough (1960) showed using his 

Socialisation scale. Thus the very different rates of property 

It is 

offending suggest the intervention of other sex linked factors, such 

as role expectations of self and peers (Morris, 1964, 1965). As 

noted earlier (Chapter 2), shoplifting among girls may be seen as a 

sex role linked form of deviance. Self report studies (Clark & Haurek, 

1966; Gold, 1970) confinn a sex differential in property offending, 
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with females showing lower rates, but it is difficult to compare the 

results of different met.1.ocls to ascertain a mcc1n ratio. 

There is a much greater difference between the socialisation 

levels of Maori boys and Maori girls, though it is probably most 

accur.::.tc to say t.11at the .tvlaori girls are not tco dissimilar to 

t.'le non-!-laori groups, while Naori boys show a highly divergent 

rate. However, the evidence available does not give any firm bc1sis 

from which to engage in fruitful discussion of t.'.is point. It is 

safer to simply note t.11at in any investigation of the disadvantages 

:Maori people suffer in adapting to a European dominated society, one 

clue ir: that the~e ;:ippe.:1r to bo.1r much more heavily on Loy[;. 

D. •me Lc::;s Delinquent Cohort 

Previous discussion of the lower delinquency rates of the 1946/47 

cohort was extensive and leaves little to add. The hypothesis that 

the higher proportion of firstborns is the critical factor cannot 

be substa.,tiated further than the face validity arguments presented 

in Chapter 4 D. The essential point is that it is difficult to 

see any other basis for the lower rates than some aspect of early 

socialisation. This reinforces the concept of socialisation as 

a factor in property offending, derived from the school behaviour 

study, and directs our attention to the earlier stages of the child's 

development as at least part of the relevant process. The 

special features of the socialisation of the 1946/47 cohort produced 

a deviation from expectation of 11.13%. Whatever the source of the 

variation it is unlikely that the contrast with neighbouring cohorts 

would be all that great, yet it produced a substantial reduction in 

the delinquency rate for that group. This implies that the total 
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contribution ·..:o the delinquenC'J rates, of this factor, must be of 

• , abl . . .c• l co~siGer e signiiicance. 

T:-ie most important requirement is to be sure that the cohor'.:. 

features are a real variation in the incidence of delinquent acts, 

and not some artifactual feature of official data. Steps have 

already been taken to avoid the kinds of criticism levelled at 

Hilkin's (1960) pioneering work in this area. It remains to 

consider the perspective of radical criminology. 

~he introduction to this chapter considered the view that 

official criminal statistics repr~scnt not an indication of the 

reality of criminal deviance, but rather an account of the actions of law 

enforcement agencies. Taking a fairly extreme form of this view, it 

could be suggested that the various biasing and selecting factors 

operating at the police and court levels produce a reasonably 

constant volume of young offenders. The major determinants of 

the volume of cases would, from this perspective, be the efficienC'J, 

manpower and policies of police and courts, and not the actual 

incidence of deviance in the co:m.~unity. 

Now, in calculating the crime rate we divide the number of 

cases by the population estimate. The 1946/47 cohort represents 

the peak of the baby bulge and thus the denominator is higher 

1. For argument, let us suppose that the critical factor is 
mother's attentiveness to the infant, leading to a stronger 
mother child bond with implications for later social learning. 
It would be unlikely that the mothers of the 1946/47 cohort 
were that much more attentive, on average, than mothers in 
surrounding cohorts. Yet the considerable deviation from 
expected crime rates occurred. Thus the range of variation 
in mother's attentiveness to the infant in any one cohort 
is likely to be very much larger, and should be_ an important 
factor in delinquency proneness. In other words, if between 
cohorts differences can reach reasonable and detectable levels, 
within cohort differences should be much larger. 
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If the number of cases is fairly const~nt, this 

calculation will indicate a sudden drop in the crime rate. This 

argument, if substa..-.tiated, would render the reduced crime rate for 

tl1e 1946/47 cohort a ccrr:plctely meaningless phenor,1enon. In order 

to Sll;.)Stantiate t.'1e argument it is necessary to shew that the raw 

nu.-nbers of juvenile court cases are fairly constant or show fairly 

smooth trends, and that the 1946/47 is the only cohort which produces 

ili, unusually high denominator in calculating crime rates. 

Table 5-1 shows the actual numbers of juvenile court cases 

for the years 1956-1966 in Scotland, with the 1946/47 cohort 

distinguished. The number of cases does rise fairly steeply where 

this cohort appears in each age column. 'l'hus it is possible to reject 

one of the props for the argument against the reality of the less 

delinquent cohort. Law enforcement agencies are responding to the 

presence of a larger population group. 

The second point needed to substantiate the argument derived 

from the postulates of radical criminology relates to actual 

cohort sizes. These were ( approximately) : 

Scottish boys aged 14 in 1959 38,600 

aged 14 in 1960 39,900 

aged 14 in 1961 51,700 

aged 14 in 1962 46,300 

aged 14 in 1963 44,500 

The figures show that although the 1946/47 cohort represented a 

very sharp rise in population size, the subsequent decline was 

much more gradual. If the reduced crime rate were solely a function 

of cohort population size some generalization of the effect to the 

next cohort would be expected, but the estimates shown in Table 4 - 2 

give no evidence of this kind of relationship. 
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T.:mle 5 - 1 

Total Crimes Scotland 1956 - 1966 

.Age 

l 
I 

I I 

11 12 13 
I I I 

It,, 15 
I 

16 
I i 

I i I 
I 

! 1956 686 881 1063 1148 870 947 I 

I 
I I 

I 

I 
1957 719 888 1190 1255 954 958 I 

' ! 

GJ I 
1958 915 1153 1471 1115 lllG 

l 

1959 885 EJ 1259 1473 1173 1137 I 
I 
I 

i 
I I 

~ 
I 

I : 1%0 852 1091 1549 1291 1135 

I 1961 912 1303 1789 ~~] 1392 1240 

I 
i 

EJ \ 1962 
I 

I 854 1190 1710 2130 1364 

I 

11963 841 1204 1747 2248 1781 EJ 
I 

11964 775 1072 1657 2027 1679 1678 

1965 731 1238 1702 2177 1840 1813 

1966 835 1138 1655 2213 2010 2018 
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It. is therefore reasonable to reject, on both the c:cuci.:.il points, 

t:,e argument. that the reduced crime rate of 1946/47 cohort is purely 

a function of population size. Nevertheless, it is ver-1 clear how 

early such an artifact. could arise, and the value of the perspective 

offered by radical criminology is not disputed. 

E. Surr,rr1arv 

In this chapter the overall implications of the three 

epidemiological studies reported have been considered. This 

su~mary will attempt to assess how ~uch progress has been made in 

u.,derstanding the peak age phenc.-nenon in particular, and adolescent 

property offending in general. 

The most basic point regarding the peak age effect is that 

it is not an age effect but a concomitant of school life. The 

school age offender is more likely to be a first offender and to 

appear for a low expertise offence. It appeurs that in the period 

between emancipation from the adult supervision _of childhood and 

the quasi-adult status of employment, the risks of becoming a 

property offender are relatively high. The adolescent is still 

playing games, but the 'pick up ga.--ne' of delinquency is frowned 

upon by society. 

A strong association is found between difficult behaviour at 

sc.~ool and adolescent property offending, suggesting that involvement 

in such crime is not random or unpredictable. 1 

1one might reasonably suggest that the school behaviour/property 
offence association arises from the ~ore persistent offenders 
and not the more casual offender who produces the peak effect. 
However, an earlier study (HcKissack, 1967, Table 2) looked at 
this question, during analysis of a longitudinal study of 
Glasgow probationers. Those boys who offended only during sec
ondary sd1ool years sh.owed lower but substantial levels of difficult 
behaviour at school. 
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'Ihe person who does clash with the authority of the law is likely 

to show a much wider tendency to resist or ignore the requi:cements 

of the adult world. 
' 

T.i:.erc is the~efore an implication that the ge:neral processes 

of socialisation are not equally effective for all individuals. 

Some adolescents arc ill-prepared to meet the demands and rcstric-

tions placed on them. The lower crime rates of those born im.-:iecl-

iately after the second world war suggest that ver-J early aspects 

of parent child interaction may contribute to the effectiveness of 

socialisation. 
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Soci;ilisaticn 

A. IntrOQUCtion 

The approach of this study has been essentially atheorctical. 

Rather than setting up and testing hypotheses, t.'le aim has been 

primarily naturalistic. By a detailed analysis of property offences 

in adolescence, and establishing the concomitants of such offending, 

an estimate of the important variables has been proposed. Tne 

manner in which the data is interpreted is inevitably subjective 

(Polanyi, 1964), and the fram.ework proposed, basic dispositions 

~cquired in socialisation, interacting with life style, peer group 

and law enforcement influences, cannot be regarded as required by the 

I f.::_cts I• The framework reflects the aut.'lor' s construction of 

reality. At a more conscious level, the decision to emphasize 

socialisation variables in this final discussion is not a claim 

for their causal primacy. The choice of this emphasis results from 

the implications of the cohort study and the author's conviction that 

'person' variables must play some part in a systems analysis of 

delinquent acts, but currently remain in an unsatisfactory stage of 

formulation. In a more general sense, a considerable revolution is 

occurring in the psychological concept of 'personality'. Recent 

important reviews (e.g., Bowers, 1973~ Mischel, 1973) point to careful 

identification of appropriate 'person' variables from analysis of 

specific situations and their demands, rather than earlier attempts 

to give generalized personality descriptions from a theoretical 

perspective, or global factor analytic approaches based on personality 

questionnaire responses. Thus some attempt will be made to identify 

the relevant psychological processes operating in the situation of a 

delinquent act. 
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'1"\,;o of the studies, difficult behaviour at school in rclu.t.ion 

to ~lroperty offending, and t!"1e lowered crime rate of the 1046/47 

cohort, have been interpreted as demonstrations of variation in 

socialisation effectiveness. We will now look at evidence for a 

concept of socialisation in a wider context and finally cx2sninc 

the concept of socialisu.t:ion itself. 

Defore proceeding to these discussions it is important to stre~s 

t~at e,ere is no suggestion that delinquency is caused by ineffective 

socialisation, only that it is an important interacting variable. It 

is uccepted t,.~at some property offences are very cor..rnon, and it would 

be difficult to discover an individual who has not committed such 

an act. Nevertheless, some such acts are more clearly proscribed 

than oti.~ers, and some individuals are much more frequently involved 

than others . The proposition is that readiness of any individual to 

indulge in such acts, and the extent and seriousness of suci:1 involvement, 

·will be associated with a wider pattern of behaviours, logically related 

to effectiveness of socialisation. Lemert (1951) distinguishes between 

primary and secondary deviation, those being the factors operating 

before the individual himself or the society assign the label 

'deviant', and those which operate after such labelling. The 

inference tclkcn from the empirical work reported is that socialisation 

is an important factor in primary deviation. It will also, of course, 

have consequences for secondary deviation. Piliavin and Briar (1964) 

showed that the demeanor of a suspect is a detenninant of the further 

action of an arresting officer. Socialisation or social skill is 

likely to be an important element in a person's demeanour. Anotr,er 
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i:-nportant approu.ch to delinquency which helps to clarify tl,is position 

is r1c1tza's discussion of delinquency and drift U1atza, 196t.). 'fhe 

key element of Matza's position is rejection of the positivist arguments; 

those psychological and sociologic<1l theories which corrmit ::.he 

incli vi dual to delinquency far more finnly th<1n the known f.::.cts allow. 

1':atza ciiscusses the various factors which bind an individual to the 

conventional moral order, and the circumstances under which these 

lcse ~,eir strength, putting the individual at risk. Iiis point of 

contact with th(;! concept of socialisation is mainly in the discussion 

of the apprehensive component. Although a boy may be in a state of 

drift, he may still be too scared or npprchensive to qo alonq with c1 

proposed infraction, or too mindful of the fear involved by a previous 

infraction to become involved agm.n. It seems prob.:iblc that this 

apprehension is an outcome of socialisation, of the internalisation 

of social demands. But as in the c·ase of the child who fears any new 

situation with unknown demands, it may be overcome. 

not insurmountable. 

The barrier is 

Relating the position taken to recent theoretical formulations, 

the emphasis is on 'control' factors, (Hirschi, 1969). 'Provoking' or 

'strain' factors are seen as operating at the secondary deviation stage. 

nut this is not to say that all or only those who are 'control failures' 

enter the secondary deviation causal cycle. 

ments are justified. 

Only probability state-

B. Grounds for a concept of inadequate socialisation 

The empirical basis for the proposed concept of inadequate social

isation, in this study, is the very high association between difficult 

behaviour at school and property offending rates, for the various 

sub-groups sampled. Considering this in relation to the relatively 
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st.:mlc rnte of difficult behaviour at school, nnd the rapid and 

sig:iificant inc::cec:se in :9roperty offending, it is proposed t:iat .:n 

c:.tt:cibute of the individual interacting with different situational 

controls, is implied. 

The relationship between difficult behaviour at school and 

delinquency is very firmly established in the relevant research 

literature. Longitudinul studies show the relationship, using a 

variety of techniques (Mulligan et al, 1963, Conger & Miller, 1966, 

\·Jest, 1969). A possible weakness of such studies, as in the present 

research, is the use of teacher ratings. From a rac!ical standpoint 

it might be suggested that teachers, like law enforcen:cnt agencies, 

find certain kinds of children threatening. This criticism loses 

some of its force with the ccmonstration by Gibson & Hanson (1969) 

that peer ratings of behaviour are equally predictive and are cor

related with teac..'1er ratings. 

A fundamental question t..'1en arises of whether the roots of 

primacy deviation lie in the early school years, or further back in 

t..'1e family situation. Tne Conger & Miller (1966) study suggests that 

for some children of below average intelligence, the school itself 

may have a causal, frustrating, role. Generally, there does not 

appear to be any evidence showing that behaviour on entrv to primary 

school predicts adolescent delinquency. Tnis kind of data is needed 

to clearly identify family factors as the root of socially_maladjusted 

behaviours. 

There is of course a wide literature linking various aspects 

of the family to delinquent behaviour (see review by Rodman & 

Grc1r:-,s, 1967) . The major methodologies are the identification of 

outward structure (broken homes, ordinal position etc.) which leave 

the central question of the reasons for the associc1tion unclear, 

and the attempt to identify internal structure (family relationships, 
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<.::iscipline etc.) usu.:i.lly by vcrbul reports of ·i:hc chilcl or l;.is 

~urents, .:ind often involving retrospective accounts of bchnviour. 

Despite t.1-ie difficulties indica·i:ed, it is clear from the weight of 

evidence that relationships within the fa.'1lily have some :.:-olc in 

.:..."le network of delinquency causation, though whether these are 

long term control effects, or more inm,ediate provoking effects (Gold, 

1963, 1970) is not always clear. The deraonstration of a less 

delinquent cohort (Chapter 4) implies long term control effects 

rooted in early fa.~ily socialisation. 

If delinquency is considered in relation to other indices, like 

behaviour at school, there do seem to be grounds for propo~ing a 

general concept of inadequate socialisation, or social maladjusD~ent. 

A similar situation arises in the area of traffic accidents, anc. it 

is useful to look at this area to clarify 'b~e factors proposed. 

Willett (1964) gives grounds for supposing that t.1-ie driving and 

general criminal offence areas are related. 

There seems little doubt that the broad epidemiology of 

traffic accidents is not dissimilar to that of property offending, 

given that opportunities for traffic offending come later in life. 

Drivers, who are under 30 years of age, or male, or working class 

are more likely to be involved in accidents. (Eysenck, 1971) The 

question of whether it is useful to consider a concept of accident 

proneness has been hotly debated in the relevant research literature, 

in the same way as there has been a continued debate in delinquency 

literature over the usefulness of focusing on L~e individual. An 

impressive interpretation of accident proneness research by Shaw 

& Sichel (1971) concludes that provided questions about accidents 

are posed as related to potential, and as only part of the variables 

involved, then the case is very strong. There do appear to be 

identifiable individuals showing an attribute or pattern of attributes 
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logically a;,d empirically relc.ted to being involved in trc.ffic 

accic.ents. 

::t is ir,tcre.sting to compare a classic 'person orienta-ccd' 

dcli:1qucncy study, with a definitive study of v.ccident pronene:-.;:::;. 

(.l.'c.r.o) s~-u~,_, of c",e.J..1 1·nquen,·s ~ "1· · --~ - ... - - an .. , non-o.e inqucni::.s was 

followed up into t.1--ic adult life of their subjects (Glueck & Glueck, 

1968). The earlier study showed strong associations between, 

o.i-:.ong other factors, family relationships and being designu.teci 

delinquent. 'The later study showed that the delinquent ~,roup were 

r..ore likely than the non-delL-1.quents to have criminal careers, 

job instability, marital instability, discipline probleffis in service 

life, and a general pattern of social deviance. Tillmann & Hobbs 

(1949) compared, by extensive personal contact and official records, 

the personal circumstances of taxi-drivers with high or lo,,., accident 

rates. The high accident rate driver was more likely to have an 

unstable family background, evidence of difficult behaviour at school 

and appeara.~ces in juvenile court; he was also likely to have police 

contacts as an adult, work and marital instability and r.mltiple 

social welfare agency contacts. Tillmann's famous summary contention 

was: 'a man drives as he lives'. 

The similarity between these two s tudics is striking. They 

suggest that whatever corrplex variables may be associated with acts 

of social disruption, like dangerous driving and property offending, 

some part of the problem lies in a hard core of poorly socialised 

individuals who show a very general difficulty in social adjustment. 

Tne critical aspects of the socialisation process will be explored 

in t.'J.e next section of this chapter. But we will end, as the 

chapter began, with a disclaimer. It is not intended to a~vance 
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a theory t11at inadequate socialisation causes property offcr:dir,g, 

and traffic accidents (or tax evasion, or adultery or untioiness) . 

It is however argued that where an individual wit:h a certain pi'.'.:tern 

of attri0utes, whicl1 we call inadequate socialisation, is found, 

then these behaviours become raor0 probable. The argument is not, 

o.s is sometimes suggested, circular. What causes bacJ. bel1aviour? 

P. bad person. How co you know he is bad? Because of his bad 

behaviour. This kind of ex.:implc is essentially scm,mtic confusion, 

not unlike the statement 'intelligence is what intulligcnce tests 

Whilst this statement may be true at a certain stage of 

dcveloprr,ent in knowledge, it does not rule out the possibility that sor,,c 

more fundamental basis for intelligence may eventually be found, (e.g., 

individual differences in nerve cell metabolism). This basis would 

give the term intelligence a meaning entirely independent of test 

behaviour. (Though not necessarily .fully accounting for test behaviour). 

C. Socialisation 

Although the common charge of circular reasoning was rejected in 

the previous section, there is a persistent weakness in theories of 

delinquency. This is the assumption that because some negative 

state or attribute of the person exists, delinquent acts are a logical 

consequence. For instance Cohen (1956) in his account of the corner 

boy's rejection of middle class values, and reaction formation processes, 

makes out a good case for attacks on teachers, school buildings and 

middle class children. These acts would follow logically from his 

account, whereas the leap to property offending in general is ,far less 

clear. In order to make the gap less obvious Cohen is forced to 

categorise delinquent acts as malicious, negativistic, rather than 

rational-acquisitive, or 'playful'. The case for this categorisation 
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is :Oy no ::ncans clea:.:-, .:md wi t.11out it, the c;cnc:.:-.::i.li t.y of Cohen's account 

is in c-:.oubt. 

- . . . ... .,_ .. 
.J.. -c is 11,:por ... an1... t.nerefore to make elem: the basis for pro::_Jo:]ing 

that ar.y attribute of a person is related to delinquent behaviour. 

'l'he first prc::nise of the present discussion of socialisation 

is tha:i: most d.clinqucnt acts do not require a:1 explanation in terms of 

rnoti vation. 'I'he theme of the present. studies has Leen property 

offending, and in the present fo:!..'1n of society, the .::i.c-.quisi ticm of 

possessions is a generally experienced need. The key point needing 

e}.'"}?la...-iation is the absence of restraints which normally control the 

acquisition of goods or money. While the primary aelinqucnt rr.ol°it'ation 

is seen as being the general cultural need for acquisitions, restraints 

would also operate against the neecl.s described by 'strain' or 'cultural 

deviance' theorists (Hirschi, 1969) . 

During this century psychologists have been ver-1 relucta..,t to 

accept verbal reports of a person as an account of his motivations, 

necd.s or fears. No doubt this is part of Freud's legacy, stressing 

the role of U."'1conscious motivation, and the behaviourist view that verbal 

behaviour itself needs eh-planation before it can be used as a source of 

data. rt.ore recently, there has been a resurgence of the view that 

the most appropriate level for formulating descriptions of huraan 

motivation is at the phenomenological level, and verbal reports become 

appropriate data (!ouch, 1966, Harre & Secord, 1972). Thus, it is 

possible to explain all the behaviour shown by the bridegroom at a 

marriage ceremony as guided by discriminative stimuli for sexual 

reinforcement. But a much more meaningful explanation, which also 

app:li.es to the wedding guests, is in terms of his understanding of 

the rules, conventions and meaning of the ceremony, of which he can 

give a verbal account. 
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I;--~ orc":;er to ;--ry "na·• clari· fy t11 • t .,_ ~ t · 1 · .__ - - c ir::por ar. ... :cac ors invo vcd :..n 

not bei;-i<J a property offer.a.er, we will list the responses of <L, 

?:le subj c ct is in a s11op , f aci119· u. cou;--.,,-tc r on 

,_,·; • .:.ch there is an object which he would like to have, hut connot 

affor~. 

object? 

rn1at are the reasons he might 9ive for not takL,g the 

It will be assun~ed that the risks of detection are 

1 
present but low. 

1. 'I might lose my job if fou..,d out'. 

This is a primitive hedonistic reason in one sense, but also 

draws attention to the unequal force of sanctions for 

different individuals. This reason is far rr,ore irr.portant 

for a teacher t."lan for a labourer, and is irrelevant to a child. 

2. 'My family, friends, would be ashamed if I was caugl1t 1 • 

Fundamentally, the concern here is for social approval, .ind 

again there will be individual differences, depending on the 

modal moral values of significant others. 

3. 'It would be unfair on the shop to take without paying'. 

This reason is at a higher level of concern, using reciprocal 

obligations as a basis for social life. It would be a fairly 

weak reason for most persons in a chain store (or for many 

in pl~ining tax evasion). The major force of this restraint 

comes where the proposed theft is from an individual, parti-

cularly where some degree of prior relationship exists. 

4. 'I couldn't take it, it's not 'me''. 

This response could take many similar forms. Its essence lies in 

its high level, absolute quality. The individual is implicitly 

stating a view of himself in relation to society and its 

reasonable requirements which, at least i;-i the circumstances 

111.ll the reasons given have in fact been advanced by graduate students, 
in a delinquency studies course, asked to imagine the situation. 
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outlined, he feels cornpcllecl to maintain. 

The es.sence of -~1e conc=-~t or. o • 1 • " • · "'.:.' r: s c1.a 1.sa.:1.on proposed 1.s con-i:aincd L1 

these responses. It can be stated as a concern for self a:-,c1 otr;e;:;:r.;, 

operating as a restraining factor where inclividuc:.l in •. 1edia.te nccC:.s 

con..::"lict ,·1ith the long • b -·, ' • a · ' - "Cerro ener:1. cs ana 1. entity or tne welfare 

a:.d. wishes of others. Jl.. ver-1 similar summary statement is made on 

the study of a hish acciclent rate taxi driver quoted earlier: 

'Ile is an individual who places all emphasis on rr1.atcrial values 

ano. who acts only witi1 thought for irr~11ediate satisfaction withm;,·c 

any concern for tomorrow. His dri vinq is marked by the sar:,c tcnuen~, 

of u.9grcssiveness, impulsivcnes::,, and la.ck of thought for others 

and t:1e disrespect for aut~ority that was noted in his personal life'. 

(~ill::'.ann & Hobbs, 191;9, p. 329). 

The main thrust of the argu.-r.ent is that abser,ce of the internali.c.;cd 

controls described above heightens the probability of primary deviation 

on a variety of criteria. There is a hint of moral absolutism in triis 

position, but this is not intended. Essentially, the perspective 

adopted in this discussion is evolutionary. 

A digression is necessary to consider a., opposing and prevailing 

point of view. This is the proposition implicit in the ideology of 

much humanistic psychology, that the human being is basically 'good', 

with an inherent potential for growth to social maturity. It is very 

difficult to see any logical basis for this assuzrption. It might 

equally be said that animals are basically 'good'. But this is surely 

nonsense. Any animal species shows evolution for a particular 

physical environment and ecological balance. Its range of adaptation 

may be wide or narrow. There will be some co:.,'.itions in which the 
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species could not survive or survive only with very deliberate 

behavioural modification. 'l'hus the animal's behaviour is not 'sood.' 

but adapted to specifiable circurr.s·i:anccs. Similarly, rnan' s behaviour 

is adapted to some past situation about which we can only spccl,late. 

nut it seeF.tS virtunlly certain that it comprised relatively small 

social groupings w:1.ich arc no longer practiccl>le, however ideal-

ogically attractive. Even wit..~out descencing to Freud's level cf 

pessi4-:i.s~ it is quite clear that man cannot be assumed to have the 

potential for harmonious life in a complex society in any innate 

sense. An essential feature of modern societies is the need for 

autonomous individuals. Surveillance of behaviour, and the appli-

cation of face to face controls mcmnes an increasing problem. The 

only really feasible solution is that the individual should set 

and maintain his own standards. This point is i~plicit in a recent 

discussion of socialisation by Le Vine (1969). He centres his 

argument on the question of whether it is useful to regard child 

rcarin<J practices ns adaptive in an evolutionary scn!:;e. rn so 

coing, Le Vine draws attention to the distinction bebvecn non

literate methods of socialisation, and t.~ose ·which developed in. 

tile Protestant sects of Western Europe in the last three centuries. 

In the non-literate societies, child rearing was carried out in 

accordance with custom and various religious or magical beliefs. 

It may have shown adaptive features, but there was frequently little 

awareness of the real value of such practices, or contemplation 

of alternatives. Later in childhood, more specific training would 

be likely to produce clear cut aims like obedience, and concrete 

practical skills. With the rise of the Protestant ethic, a fund-

amcntal difference emerged. The methods of socialisation, from 

infancy onwards, had a much more explicit and general aim, to 
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produce a self reliant, self controllecl adult, who could be both 

juc'l<:;c and jury for his own behaviour. The present anu.lysi::; ::;uggests, 

frc,a a Sli:!cular point of view, that this kind of socialisation, 

ad.:q::>tcd to modern needs, rem2..ins a prerec:;_uisi te for cor,·,:;_)lcx n-,odcrn 

societies. 

The remaining question is ~~e actual circUi~stanccs under which 

such adequate socialisation will occur. 

Stuclics relevant to the question of acJ.eq_uatc socialisc.1tior. tcncl 

to be classed as moral development. This tends to in-ply a strong 

cognitive bias, and this is explicit in Piaget's (1932) ano. Kohlberg's 

(1969) accounts of moral stages. The emphasis in these accoun~s is 

on the qualitive changes observed in the progressive development 

of moral knowledge and principles. Such analysis tends to o::nscure the 

various dimensions which contribute to moral judgements and moral 

behaviour. The interest in this present discussion is centred on 

early developmental influences, producing observable behavioural out-

comes by the primary school level. Hogan (1973) has proposed five 

dimensions of moral conduct and character: moral knowledge, social-

iSation, empathy, autonomy, and the ethics of conscience v. the ethics 

of responsibili"bJ. IIe identifies socialisation, empathy and autonomy 

as emerging at significant transition points, and therefore as defining 

the essential developmental aspects. Autonomy is not seen as being 

fully effective before adult life, and is thus outside the major focus of 

this discussion. Socialisation and empathy correspond reasonably well 

to the terms attachment and guidance respectively, as defined below. 

Recent research in child development has tended to distinguish 

the emotional tie between parent and child, for which we will use 
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t>ic ter,-,\ 'at'cacl,ment' , and ·i:he extcn'c to which the parent c:..ttc:-.. .:_,ts 

to clL:-cct and r:;oni tor the chi le;.' s behaviour, uhic}1 we \•:ill ter:·:1 

'9uid&nce'. (e.g., Decker, ~·l.G. 1964). Arising from t.>iis distir.ction 

is the further point that attachment (or love, or nurturance) is not 

a sufficient condition for adequate socialisation (.Aronfced, 1958, 

IIoff;:;ian, 1970). l'.ttac...'1m,::mt both results in and arises from behav-

iour.11 interdependence, between parent a.'1.d chi lo., orients tl1e 

child toward the parent as a point of reference, and by gcncrolisa-

tion establishes affiliation needs towards other persons in qencral. 

Given this basis, guidance toward socially responsible behaviours 

becomes possible. This emphasis on behavioural interdcpcnc:encc as 

tile basis of attachment is ir.1portant, c:.s it allows r.,ore precise 

analysis of relevant behaviours than the \earlier emphasis on love or 

nurturance. Tne theory and research of Cairns (1966) & Harlow (1961) 

hz..s contributed to this more sophisticated concept of attachment. 

:-lore recently, t.'1e research and influence of ethologists hc1s added the 

possibility of innate infant behaviour and parental responses as c1 

primary source of human bonds. (Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1971}. Parallel to 

t.~is has been the study of infant behaviours like smiling, crying, 

clinging and their role in attachment formation (Spitz & Wolf, 1946, 

Schaffer, 1971). That the for:mation of such bonds has ir;,plications 

for orientation to maternal demands has been shown by Stayton, Hoqan, 

and Ainsworth (1971}. But in general, the dictum 'love is not 

enough', is supported. T'nat is to say, at' -.dunent forms the pre-

condition but not the essence of social obligation. Generally, it is 

unlikely that variations in attachment are an i~~ortant contribution 

to primary deviation, but some poGsibili ties are worth consideration. 

The very general finding of higher socialisation c1nd lower rates of 

deviance of femc1les were discussed in Chapter 5. Male infants present 
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.:-.. r,1orc severe test for the mother t'1rough early m.:mifestation of 

ag0rcssi veness which probubly has a genetic-horr..onal basis (Young, 

Cc:.', & Pl:ocnix, 1964) and higher vulnerability of males to o. variety of 

i::ipairments a.."l.d illness (Stott, 1966; t·Jashburn, .Medearis & ChilC:s, 

1%5). It would seem likely that such factors would interfere with 

the formation of a clos0 attachment bond, and t.'-lat this bond would 

be generally stronger for female infants. Moss (1967) presents 

some ilirect evidence from observations of mothers and infants in 

c:.grcement with this proposition. Thus the luter socialisation of 

females would proceed on a firmer basis of attachment. A prediction 

derived from the hypothesised higher socialisation level of females 

would be that in the circu..71stances of female delinquents, stronger 

provoking factors would be necessary to produce deviant behaviour. 

Stud.ies by Cowie, Cowie & Slater (1968) of English fer:iale delinquents, 

.::.:,cl Gold's (1970) study in Flint, l'-lichiga."l. indicate that this is -;:t .. c 

case. It is also possible t .. "J.iat individuals with long tern involverr.cr .. t 

i;1 criminality may lack the ::Oasic attacr.u.71ent \•:hich is a pre-::e~uisi ·~c 

ior socialisation at a primary or secondary level. Clearly the invcstig-

ation of this point is immensely complicated by the factors producing 

secondary deviation (Lemert, 1951). However, the distinction (lt.ack, 

1964, 1972) between inadequate and competent adult criminals may be a 

starting point. 

If behavioural interdependence, or attachment, occurs, there will be 

orientation to adult guidance. The term guidance refc~s to the many 

interactions between parents and children who are likely to influence the 

child's development towards social responsibility. 'l'he essence of social 

responsibility, defined above, is a feeling of obligation toward self 

and others, and the ability to see the consequences of actions in an 
... 

extended time perspective. The many ways in which parents d01iberately 

or unknowingly guide moral development are well reviewed by Hoffman (1970) • 
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These range f:com pm1er assertion, through love wi -tl1d.rc:i.wal, induction 

(quidar-,ce by explanation), to imitation ana. identification. 

Possibly t.'1c best wholistic concept: of guida.7.cc is still G.li. i•,cc:..c.'s 

accouat of the development of the self, and ability to t&:;._c ~1c role 

of the other, particularly some interpretations of this positior:. ";jy 

Cottr~ll (1969). Given t!1e c.'1i ld 's initial orientation or attuchLicn '.: 

to a parent, he will gradually internalize a view of the socio.l wo:.:-ld 

a.,d his place in it both through direct didactic influence, ano. .r.orc 

indirect observation a~d vicarious learning of social interactions. 

'f"ne effectiveness of such learning in terms of social concern will 

depend greatly on whet.'1er t.'1e parental emphasis in word or deed is on 

concern for others, rather than the petty bourgeois virtues of 

cleanliness, tidiness, and obedience. The content, as o::,,pose:d 1:0 the 

r1.ethods, of guidance have been strangely ignored in developmental 

research. 

ffnere the child learns concern for others, he learns concern 

for persons, and this includes himself. T'nis point is important 

because in any logical analysis of the restraining factors 

insula.ting individuals from delinquent acts there is a comple:i-: 

combination of self and other orientation. The inu~ediate gains to 

the actor are offset by the long term potential losses, and this kind 

of assessment of self consequences is only possible with empnathetic 

ability so that the probable attitudes of others can be assessed. 

T'ne guidance component of socialisation is clearly a comple:,;: factor~ 

It will reflect the level of parents' socialisation and, therefore, 

adequacy as a model, parental involvement with the child, and th~ 

extent to which the cultural milieu emphasises the need to inculcate 

generalized controls. 
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Guida.'1ce itself is probobly best seen as a dichotor:1y. 

one ha."1d there is the modelling clement, ranging from rather 

specific acquisition of behaviours {Bandura & i·ralters, 1963) 

On the 

to the much more diffuse internalization of the social world reJ:)resenteci 

by G.H.!viead 's syr..bolic interactionist position and its more recen·c 

variants. {e.g., Berger & Luckmann, 1967). This aspect of guidance 

has been well summarised in relation to the idea of insulation fro;:i 

delinquency. 

"Concept of self and other contains the impact of life on the 

person as he has internalized his experience. In other words , it 

consists of the residues of attitudes and meanings accumulated 

through the interaction of a certain organism or constitution in 

inte:rpersonal relations." (Reckless, Dinitz f< Kay, 1957, p. 570). 

T.1e other major element of guidance is t.11e direct didactic attem~ts to 

influence the c.1-iild, probably operating with particular effectiveness 

in the early years, a."1d giving rise to a strc~g sense of oblisatio~. 

This aspect is reprcse::-i.ted in the coercive, restrictive, pa:;:cntal be-
\, 

naviour towards first barns, reviewed in Chapter 4. A related. 

finding is the harsh parental manner reported by Musgrove 

(1966) to be associated with high achievement by children. The concept 

proposed is very similar to Freud's super-ego, and herein lies a 

dilemma. 

From the early years of psychoanalysis to the recent patronising 

sympathy for the 'up-tight' there has been recognition of the problems 

of over-socialisation. It seems impossible to deny the possibility 

that just that sense of obligation proposed as essential for life in a 

complex society can become the root of obsessive, compulsive, or 

generally constricted ways of behaving. Kuyton & Borge (1967) found 

a disproportionate number of first barns and only children amongst a 

Of obsessive - compulsive outpatients, but it is just this birth group 

order group which have been shown to have a high level of social 
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r 2 spo:1sibility and acl1::., 'Jcment in c>. variety of reseui.·c::1 stt:cics. 

l•lo·,·1rc:c (1961) has argued that neurotic parents are t;:·,c.er rather 

tl1c:...7. over-socialised, and Pctc:;:son (1967) 1:.u.s proC::.uced so;ne sup:;,)or'c 

for tl1is position throuqh a corr,:,arison of the socialist1tior. levels 

of behaviour problem and personality problem chi lc.ren. Clearly, 

a contrudiction e;<lsts on t~c empirical question of over-socialisation 

sequelae, and more data is needed in this area. The previous 

suggestion t~at the content of guioance be given more attention may be 

pertinent at this point. The so-called over-socialised group may be 

those for whc."Il the petty virtues rather than deep social concern were 

central in the content of their guidance experience. 

The disproportionate delinquency rates of sor:ie minority and lo\•1er 

socio-economic groups are more likely to arise from C:.cficie.1cies in 

guidance than in attachrnent. The parents themselves are frequently 
·---.... 

inappropriately socialised by the standards of dominant cultural values. 

They, therefore, present inadequate models and guides. Socialisation 

in such cases will be increasingly from peers, and as Bronfcnbrenner 

(1970) has pointed out, the younger peer group without strong attach-

ment to conventional values is a poor socialisation mediUiil. Where 

attachment, and consequent orientation towards others, is good, we 

would predict effective socialisation in due course - crime rates do 

in fact decline sharply in the early 20's. However, t.rie processes now 

operating should really be classified as secondary socialisation. 

Records of delinquents contain many cases where discussion of the 

niceties of guidance seems trivial. The model presented to many 

delinquents is of immediate gratification, a parental passage from 
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job to job, from bar +-,-.. bar, a·,,o.~ hosi·i' li' ty ... o,,a-~ds -1= • t· '-'-' _ ••• _ ~, .._ c u:ny ~rus~ra ion. 

Didactically, the emphasis is on not getting in ti1e way, not being 2.. 

::1uisc1.,,"l.ce, not being caught. The demands are nega'i::ive rather than 

posi tivc. For a graphic account of delinquents at this level see 

Rosenberg (1969). 

An interesting test of the validity of the rrodcl of socialisation 

outlined is to consider the o"t:.'1er end of the continuur,1, altruism. 

It would be naive to simply contrast altruism and criminality. 

Having established the primary deviation, secondary deviation 

distinction in delinquency, it would be consistent to make a sirailar 

distinction in altruism. There are no doubt many situational, 

institutional, and self defining variables in altruistic careers. 

·:..·~1us, the focus is on primary altruism. If the rr.odcl of 

socialisation and its consequences is a useful perspective, it coula 

be hypothesised that altruists had childhood e:i-.."Periences indicc:::dve 

of high attachi-nent and effective guidance. Unfortunately, there is 

little firm evidence to test this assuraption. Though altruism has 

attracted considcrcl)lc resca:::-ch attc:-ition over the: past decade, the 

emphasis has been on immediate situntional correlates and dete:cminc:.nts 

(Krebs, 1970), in keeping with the prejudices of contempora:;.y social 

psychology. However, two studies which have atte.r:pted to look at the 

socialisation of altruists are supportive of the view that altruism is 

the opposite of criminality. Roscnham (1970) reports a study of 

persons involved in civil rights activities in the U.S.A. 

extended interviews were carried out with t.11esc people. 

Very 

It was 

necessary to classify them into t,~e partially committed, those 

who had made quite definite but limited efforts in civil rights action, 

anc1 t.'"le fully committed whose involvement was substantially greater, 
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;,c:.rticularly in tc:;...ns of <lur,,,·c· 1• on O '" • - , - :.. 1.nvo1.vG:r:-.enc. 

t."i-i.c rc:_)orts of socialisation cxpcrier.ccs of t. .. '1esc 'c,.10 groups tl,() 

.:..--..::~'1or reports two main featt1res. The fully co~r.1ittcd re~ortcd a 

warr.1 positive relationship with at least one purent, and t'1is 

contrc1Sted with the ambivalent or negative relationsl1ips reported 

by ~ost of the partially corr~itted. In addition, the fully 

cor.1mitted. perceived a parent as giving a strong riositivc and 

consistent race.el for altruistic behaviour, while the pc1rtially 

co;:r.mi ttcd sa\·l a' discrepancy between parental preaching illld practice, 

w11ounting .:i.t tirncs to a crisis of hypocrisy. London (1970) 

reports an uncompleted study of people who hc1d been involved in 

rescuing Jews from the Nazis. The sa..--:-,ple was composed of individuc:.:.s 

who had emigrated from Europe and were living in the United States 

or Isrc1el. The sample here was almost certainly much r.-:ore heter-

ogcnous tha., the Rosenhan s·tudy, and· the complexity of opportunity 

a.,d resources to be effective in such. activities was certainly an 

irr.portant factor. Nevertheless, of the three characteristics of t..'1ese 

altruists mentioned by London (adventurousness, intense identification 

with parental model of moral conduct, and a sense of being socially 

marginal) the second is very similar to the consistent parental 

model of altruism mentioned by Roscnhan. T"nere are of course serious 

~ctho<lological difficulties in both these studies. But they are 

strikingly in agreement with the hypothesis developed fror.1 previous 

discussion. The altruists shm·1 a strong anq. continuing positive attach-

mcnt to a parent, and seem to have received just the kind of consistent 

and involved guidance which would lead to a deep sense of social 

oblig.:i.tion. 
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RcfGrrinc-_1 h" ' t _,_, 
,:,;.C,·~ o w1G study of difficult behu.viotlr at school 

re lat.ion to property offendin~i, which w&s ti.1c prinary sou:::-ce 

of our crn~,ho.c:_i..., on • 1 • • • • • _ - - • soci.a ism:ion, it is now intGrcstinc; to look 

again, briefly, at the selected items (Table 3.1). 

'i.'he most pervasive item; 

1 care less, often loses or forgets books, pen' is really a defini. ti ve 

stateraent of the teacher's despair at the poorly adjusted student. 

The majority of the other items indicc:..te W1 impulsive in,mcdL:i.te response: 

"i::o situations, or inability to take the role of the other. 'The ot.1-tcr' 

is mainly the teacher, but there is sorr.e indicatio::-i. of sir:iilar poor 

adjustment in relation to otb.er children. It is t..'1.ese kL1ds of 

reactions which seem less likely when, t..1-irough the socialisation 

experiences reviewed, the individual ad.opts a wider social perspective 

and habitual affective responses dctennined by the needs of others and 

longer term personal aims. 

T"ne tentative identification of a small group of relatively 

isolated and inter-related items which emerged as Factor 2, referring 

to indifference rather than hostility, is a reminder that the 

concept of inadequate socialisation roust not be over simplified as a 

simple continuu,.~. In this case the implication is that t'l.e child. 

mu.y be socialised within the peer group, but adult requirements or 

approval are not salient. It is very similar to the concept of a sub-

cultural delinquent which emerges in many delinquent typologies 

(Warren, 1971). 

The pattern of hostility and impulsiveness suggested by Factor 3 

S(...:...~i,s likely to arise where failures in the guidance aspects of 

socialisation lead to difficulty in anticipating and following adult 

t but need for approval is more dominant than in the requiremcn s, -
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P.::,.ctor 2 pattc:::rn. Rcscntr.-:cnt results f:co.n the rcc:..ctioi1s oi' tc-:::ci1crs, 

possil)l'J' leac1.· ... a to a re • 1 • 1 - • - --:.i c1.proca sn1.ra o:c r..1.strust i1.'1d hostilitv on - ~ 

bot}1 siC:.cs. This would acco-q.,t for the apparent drop in c:2ifficult 

bch&viour on changing school environments (sec Chapt.e:c 3) fo:c t.:1.2 

The change would break the reciprocal builo. up 

of distrust or hostilitv between tec'..cher and pupil, and take time 

to build up c1gain in t.1-ie nevr situation. 

In 'w'1e case of both ?actors 2 and 3, the behaviours grouJ?cd 

arc phenotypes and cannot be expected to relate isorr.01.-p:1ically to the: 

'genotype' level of eXI)lanation represented by the concept of c~rly 

sociulisation experiences. 

D. Su:,,m2t:1-·y and Conclusion 

This chapter has taken a fairly wide ranging look at the concept 

of socialisation in relation to c1elinquenC".f and other fo:rr.is of social 

deviance. In a sense, variations in socialisation form no part of tl1c 

major focus, the peak age of property offending, which is a9parently 

a function of the life style variables of the early adolescent at school. 

But the question of which individuals are likely to contribute rr.ost to 

the pc.:ik age effect is answered partially by the anc1lysis of 

s oci alis a tion. 

Adequacy of socialisation, that is to say, ability to rr.eet the 

demands of co:nplex modern societies, does seem to be a theoretically 

plausible variable, partially determining the probability of prir.iary 

deviation. Adequate socialisation is seen as a restraining factor, 

reducing the irrpact of those motivations which lead to a wide vc1riety 

of deviant acts, such as property offences and traffic accidents. 

Paradoxically, high levels of socialisation may be regarded as a 

motivating force, and there is some evidence that primary al truisr.i 

is associated with such levels of socialisation. 
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The concept of socialisation is analysed into attachmc::-it a;:-,c:; 

guidance components, and these ele~ents ure ~efincd by refcrcnc8 to 

relevant developmental theory and research. 

I 
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Appendix 1 

The designation :t-~aori, apart from a person's own dctuilcd 

census return, is ascribed very loosely. Occasionally Police 

Report forms state half :t-1aori or other sub-cate0ory. More usually 

Police and Schools designate a person as a liaori if either skin 

colour or name so indicate. T.1e term thus gives no precise genetic 

information. Similarly, a person described as a Maori r.iay hold 

firnly to the traditional beliefs and customs of Maori people, or 

have little knowledge of these. Thus the term gives no precise 

cultural information. It might well be suggested that the 

distinction should not be made and is contrary to the aims of 

an integrated society. However, many Maori people wish to 

preserve and enhance their separate identity and until the feasibility 

of this aim is established it may be advisable to continue making a 

distinction in data collection. Further, the designations I•1aori and 

non-Maori are social facts and are part of the social construction of 

reali bJ of most New Zeala.."1ders. Social facts have social consequences, 

and cannot be ignored in discussing social behaviour. 

It is probably safest to assume that the term Maori, used 

in these studies, has as much and as little meaning as social 

status, economic or occupational categoris~tions. A certain amount 

of prejudice is directed towards Maori people, certain beliefs, 

values and behaviours are more common in this group, -and ·the 

chances of success in material or educational (European defined) 

tenr.s are lower for them. 
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Anpcnchx 2 

Siqnific&nce of item occurrence - B.8.l\..G. do."i.::.: 

'I':-ie use of tnc c.'1-ii-square is primarily to o:::ituin a ran}-:::i.ng of i tc;-c.::: 

in tem.s of the power of cliscrimination bctuccn delinquent a::d 

random sw.ples. The absolute probability levels should be inter-

preted ,·1ith caution. '.Che assun·,ptions of chi-squ.:i.re require the 

occurrence of each item to be independent of any other iter,,. 

tTnile t...1-eoretically this is true in terms of the instructions to 

teachers, in practice the grouping of items on t.11e rating forr.1, 

and the overlaI)ping me,:minCJ of some pairs of i terns will lead to 

something short of complete independence. However, it is also true 

that whereas the cielinquent group is in some sense a whole 

population, the random group is a sc!ll'lple. ":;;hus where 2..~1 i t<c:m occurs 

more frequently in the delinquent group its significance is 

underestimat~u and t.~e calculated chi-square is conservative. 

Frequency 

Delinquency 
sa.,,ple 

12 
lO 
16 
13 
15 

19 

12 
12 

8 
14 

Random 
sample 

9 
11 
18 
11 
24 

24 

9 
30 

26 
25 

p 

.01 

.16 

.02 

.01 

.20 

.02 

.01 

-30 

DAl 
DA2 
DA3 
DA4 
Dll.5 

DBl 

DB2 
DI33 

DB4 
DBS 

too lacking in energy to bot:1er 
too lethargic to be troublesome 
apathetic ('justs sits') 
unmotivated, has no energy 
difficult to stimulate, lad.;:s 
physical energy 

varies greatly (so1:1etimcs gets 
impatient and frustrated) 

always sluggish, lethargic 
sometimes alert, sometimes 

lethargic 
sometimes wanders off alone 
sits listlessly most of the 

time 



De linc_;:uo2nC'J 
sar..ple 

6 
69 

27 
27 

28 
28 
16 

25 

33 

31 
3 

19 

31 

23 
17 

28 

13 
34 
12 
62 

9 

6 

35 

35 
19 
50 
51 
17 

23 

61 

13 

i:,andom 
san1j_)le 

13 
14 

12 
17 

23 
37 
12 

23 

9 
7 

25 

28 
2 
7 

17 

18 
4 

24 

8 
26 

4 
34 

3 

1 

14 

39 
5 

96 
44 
10 

34 

40 

14 

p 
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Gl plc:.ys c.1-iildis:1 gar.,cs for i1cr arre 
GA2 has truanted once or twice, often, 

suspected of truu.ncy 
.09 GA3 destructive, dcfc,ccs uith scribbling 
. 001 GA4 doesn't seem to understand that she 

should keep in her seat 

. 001 

.01 

.01 

.001 

.01 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

rrnl 
l-!ll.2 

HA3 

HA4 

Hl':.5 
HAG 

I!Bl 
IID2 

HB3 

HB4 

can be surly 
will help u:-,lcs~;:; she j_s L1 i.l. ;)c.cl r~coci 
cannot brir.g herself to JJe that 
sociable 

will ans,-~er except when in o~c of her 
bad moods 

resents baing asked 
raaint~ins a D~rricr of surliness 

which prevents her seeking help 
somet:imes in a bad mood 

inclined to be r..oody 
keeps a suspicious distance 
seems to go out of his way to ear:1 
dis approval 

ooenly cocs th:.nqs he kr,01•.'s 2re 1-:ro:-.rr 
in front of teacher 

.001 HB5 sometimes a fluent liar 

.001 HBG aggressive defiance (screarr.s, threats, 
violence) 

.001 HB7 bears a gruc.qe, always regards puni.sh
rr,ent as unfa.ir 

.001 HCl becomes antagonistic 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

HC2 

IIC3 
HC4 

HCS 

has uncooperative moods 
may spoil his work purposely 
mixes mostly with unse"i.:tlcc1 tvocs 
has stolen in i1 way that she would be 

bound to be found out 
. 01 HCG dill!lagc to personal propc.:rty (cars, 

deli vei--y vehicles, occupieC: houses, 
private gardens, teachers' or 
workmen's belongings). 

.001 HC7 uses bad lanquage ,-,hich she knows ,-,ill 

.oo:::. 

.001 

.01 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.os 

KAl 
KA2 

J:<11.3 
KA4 
KAS 

KA6 

KA.7 

KAB 

be disapproved of 

never t> .. inJ::s of qreetina 
,·1ill abuse trust 
not shy but never voluntGers an answer 
not shy 0ut never comes for help 
sometimes "seems to be watching you to 
see if you know" 

avoids teacher but talks to otl:er 
children 

couldn't cm:e whether tcac::.- •• !:';C ,, 

her work or not 
avoids any such contact l:n;it is not 
reticent with other children 



Dcl::_nqucncy 
SQii1}1C 

22 
~2 

14 
35 

28 

14 

10 

4 
17 

17 

42 

25 

8 

13 

21 

14 
43 

9 

3 

27 

14 

24 

47 

57 

32 

47 

23 

53 

Ranclom 
s.::r,~plc 

62 

12 
16 

7 
35 

43 

lC 

8 

6 
9 

6 

25 

4 

4 

13 

25 

15 
39 

16 

1 

15 

15 

12 

61 

21 

40 

15 
29 

p 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.OS 

.01 

.02 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.02 

.01 

.02 

.001 

.001 

.02 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 
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I<Bl ur:.conce::.:-ne:d 2.bout c:)P::ov,:.l or 
dis 2~JDro,,.CJ l 

I<B2 ~,lausiblc 2.nc~ sly (ha:cd to c.:i.tch) 
KB3 h;:ibitual sl:.c~c l:i.cc:r; ;,2~; no 

cornnunc'cion iJJ:"Jout lvi:-,q 
KB-1 treat::.:; lenience .:is wcaknc::;s 
KBS not le:th.,,raic but uninterested 2.r:C. 

un con cc rnl! c. 
I<B6 not restless but works only when 

watched or compelled 
KB7 bad sportsre2.n (plays for hir.self 

only, cheats, fouls) 

KCl can never keep a friend long (tries 
to pnl up with newco.::ers) 

KC2 selfish, schemin~j 
KC3 spiteful to weaker children \•Jhen 

she thinks she is unobserved 
KC4 tries to push in front of smaller 

children 
KCS borrm-,s booj~s from desks without 

pemission 
KC6 has stolen \•1ithin the sc:1001 in 

an underhand, cunning way 
KC7 has extorted rr.oney, etc. from oti:cr 

children by threat 
QA2 presses for jobs but doesn't do 

them properly 
QA3 shouts out or waves a1.,i, before sne 

had time to think 
QA4 tries to argue against teacher 
Q.il.5 co!:',es out with 'smart' or 61eckv 

remarks 
QA6 forward (opens conversation) over

talkative (tires witi1. constant 
chatter) 

QA7 brings objects he has found though 
not really lost 

QA8 gets un to all kines of tricks to 
gain attention 

QBl takes acivantage of sym~athy or 
interest 

QB2 behaves badly as a means oi gettinq 
attention 

QB3 misbehaves when teacher is eng,h-:;·ed 
with others 

QB4 resentful muttcrincr or exnression 
for a moment or two 

QI35 plays the hero, tries to show he 
doesn't care 

QI36 

QB7 
QB8 

responds rnomentarilv but it cloe:rn 't 
last for loner 

can't resist playing to the crowd 
attends to anything but his work 

(talks, gazes arou,:.d, plays \•1ith 
things) 



Dclinc:_:ucncy Ran~o;r. 

s~'~i_Jle s.ir.,ple 

2G 36 
58 36 

57 -10 

6 4 
27 23 

24 28 
30 23 
27 10 

19 13 

29 8 

13 5 

25 20 
22 18 

34 16 
27 14 

54 39 

80 51 

33 34 
23 23 

54 46 

27 22 
10 1 

3 5 

24 27 

p 

.02 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.01 

.001 

.Ovl 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 
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QCl 
QC2 

QC3 

QC4 
QC5 

QC6 
QC7 
QCB 

. . . . 
J )C;_ ,Lj,,. :'J.(~ 

' - I -. • • ~ _n_e_V_(.'-__ ::._,._q_,~_-... _-:-_; _c_c_·.-_? ,_-, _·..:._o_.:_i ~--~y_ .-; c ...;_::.. .-., ~ .. ,c~-;: 
of buo~~~ T.}i·~:i.01.:.-~ 

rcDding it, Ltc.) 
never rccJ.lly <]l:!ts C:o\·.7n ·c.o jo:J u.~-,c!. 

soon S\-.·i.tc:12s to sort.ct.:~irh_;· c..:..s~ 
invents silly \-:u.ys o:: C.oir.g M~:ir,ss 
has a hi t.-cJ.~1C-r:,iss z..1.~JJr0acl1 tc 

evc:..-y }?rc!:1lc1-:1 
e2.rrcr ·to olau but J.c,s::s ir-.~:c:re:::;'.: 
ir:clirl.::(: to :~col t..~01l;::r::' 

b~c: lo~e;r (crc.;i:!.tcs a c.:..stur:J&r...cc 
,,.1!1en <]aI.1e c:,:-ces &g ~i:--1s t b.i,~) 

QDl tries to dor:~inatc ar:d won' ·c 
cooperate w::1en she ca:-,' ·c. get :-.er 
o•,'r:·. \·1ay 

QD2 starts off o'!::hcrs in sc::-a;Jping anc.: 
rough play, tlist.ur::is otl1crs' gar.-.c:3 

QD3 misuses corr,panionship to sho-.-, ofi or 
dominate 

Q:::l4 
QDS 

QD6 
QD7 

QD8 

QI::l 

QE2 
QE3 

sc;uabblcs, ..take:s insult.ins rc:·;c.:cks 
si::.ows off (clowr.s, stri}::cs silly 

attituC:cs, r.-ii;.;ics) 
:!:lies into a tc;:-i~)e~ if orc/•/o:~cc~ 
foolish or dangerous pr,::ml~s wi:i;'.;n 
with a ganq 

is often the centre of a dis tu:::~ance 

careless, often loses or forGcts 
books, pen 

slur.ms, lolls c:..1:,out 
twists obout in her seat, sli::,s on 
to floor, climbs about on de~k, etc. 

QE4 cons-tantl~, rcs·cless (raps with pencil 
or ruler, shuffles wit~ her feet, 
changes position) 

QES 
QE6 

snatches thincrs from ot'.~er childrC::: 
damage to public property (to winam·:s, 
trees, fences, public garQens, 
unoccupied hoc:ses) 

QE7 has had more than one ~ccident 
involvinq some physical injury 

QE8 follower in mischief 



Delinquency 
sa,,ple 

17 
.:, ..., 

20 
13 
14 
29 
12 
38 

11 
5 
4 
2 

10 

5 
30 

14 
10 

3 
12 

6 

7 

10 

0 
14 

22 

13 
6 

34 

2 
36 

6 
11 

5 

8 
3 

10 

8 

7 

Random 
Sa:11ple 

49 
124 

52 
47 
43 
51 
LP _..., 

149 

20 
19 

2 
7 

37 

15 
53 

48 
20 

35 
39 

31 

21 

50 

0 
15 

16 

12 
12 

32 

5 
17 

4 
6 

12 

4G 
22 

26 

10 
11 

p 

V:C\.i 

.05 VA2 
\lA.3 
VA4 
VAS 

.10 VA6 
VJ\7 

.02 VA8 

VBl 
VB2 
VD2 
VB~ 
VB5 

VEG 
.10 VB7 

VCl 
VC2 

VC3 
VC4 

vcs 

VC6 

.10 VC7 

WA.l 
.05 WA2 

.001 WA3 

.02 WA4 
WAS 

.001 HA6 

1·rnl 
.001 WB2 

~·m3 
.01 WB4 

WBS 

.os KAJ. 
KA2 

I(A.3 

KA-1 
Kl\5 

122 

v12..i ts t.o be notice cl 
never offers but ple.J.sec'l ii os]-:c(: 

qcts confused a11d to:--,.gu-2-ticd 

too shy to ask 
shy but \·lOUlcl li}~e ·to :)e: i:·:icaG.ly 
difficult to get a ,·mrc-: ou'.: 0~ ,~ ·, -,. .......... ~ 

chats 011ly ,·1hc:1 alone ,·1i. th ·cez,c:1er 
never pus:1es herself fon,ard 

likes syrnp2tJ.1y ;:Jut :c2luctant to :"'1 c,.~ 
C:.:.....,JJ\. 

too thnid to be c:,y troi.wL:; 
lies fro:-,1 tL-:1iCi t~7 

bursts into te2.:::-s 

so quiet you don'·t re:.::..lly ]~n0\·1 if 
he is followi:--.g or not 

seens afraid t.o begin 
has not the con::idcnce to t:...-y 

a."'lything <ilfficuh. 

hcJ.S to be encour.:i.gcd to tU:-:e 1Jurt 
timid, poor-spirited; can't le·c 
hir,1self 'JO 

shrinks frorr. 2.cti \;"C: l)la.y 
associates uith or .. e ot}1cr chi le. only 

and ic;nore:s the rest 
too timid to stand up fo:c herself or 

even to get involved in an a:csu:r.c,, t 
lets the !':'.ore fonrn.rd push i:lhe.:i.c:t ot 
her 

sits quietly and meekly 

is too unm·,are of people to greet 
never r:ialces any sort of a social 
relationship good or bad 

quite cut off frorr. people, you can't 
get near her ·as a person 

distant, never ,-,ants to talk 
avoids contacts with bot.½ ·teacher 

and other children 
never 2.pneals to adult eve;1 when t.urt. 
or wronqcd 

you can't get his attentior. 
shov.1s cor.1')lcte i::.c.i ffe rcr:c:e 
re;nains aloof in a world of his or.,7~1, 

hclS her O\·ln special solitary activity 
to which she reverts 

distant, ignores others 

anxious to gree·t 
desperately anxious to co jo:-::is w1C. 

does them to the b8st of her ability 
constantly seeks help \·:hen she could 
rn.:maqe by herself 

over-friendly 
talks to t. about own c:1oit-:.gs, fa17lily 

OT possessions excessive.Ly 



Sclincrucncy 
sar.-.~-:->lc 

7 

4 
13 

9 

3 
7 
5 

K.anC:or., 
s<1.r.-:ple 

28 

5 
14 

10 

1 
4 
8 

p 

X.!:.6 f.requen tl:y J:,:ci:-1gs dra'.\'iri.c;s, !.··, _ll >~.ls, 
cc:nl_)lct.ed work, to shG.-! tcaci:cr 

::Cl sidles up to or hangs il~ound t.e&cj8r 
Xl32 wa11·cs &ciult inte:rcst but can't: put: 

himself io:cwc::rc. 
XB3 craves for syr::9at:l1y (cor..cs 

unnecessarily ,•;it~1 minor scratches, 
lumps, etc., cor:19lains of being 

XB4 
XBS 
XB6 

hurt by others) . 
tells fantastic tales 
tries to buy favour with others 
tells on others to try to <Jo.in 
teacher's favour 
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Appendix 3 

Phi Co-efficient Matrix 

Item. Reference Nuabere {For identification ■ee AppendU: 4) 

10 
11 
12 
13 
·14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 

~nun~nmmromR0202002m8mR~11mMD~muOM~1Snli4moouooiinuozu~ooum 
uD14~u02wrofi~mmum8m03~RnmA14RmOro08ABH~03oo0uM11RmwRooD8 

~MemMm~14~21uoo11mooM08ro02fimuRoouu03fi02mmmum03oouAm8mDum 
AHfi08fiRDAfiDoonmoo08MOmm03D~ooBOmmmfififiDmmoo~MfimfiuRm 

DH14MU02RBfiAR~fimHroooMMMm1102nmoo1BAMm1SDfiAR03020203Rfioo 
36 16 19 28 10 00 m fi 01 ft 00 fi 12 04 20 01 fi 12 20 02 10 03. 16 01 19 W 09 08 02 ,28 ,D 14 00 02 06 08 06 R O ii 01 

18 34 39 02 18 02 A 04 18 64 os 33 R 26 14 os 07 20 0 20 fi 22 07 20 ~ 22 18 oo 43 08 64 13 A 13 02 08 fi 08 0 oo 
MnmnuDumuR11Dn~nm64oouufilmm08un~u003wDmwufi08mm 

"~umDm0211mHMH~~u11HumrounRu11mnBR03iimii03Bfiwfi 
18 18 R R iJ ii 02 02 22 0 11 10 03 10 19 00 32 ft 32 12 11 fi 04 32 10 31 0 fi 00 ii ft O 09 0 0 08 03 
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Appendix 4 

Factor Loadings 
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Kale 

Female 

Maori 

Non-Maori 

• Will help unleaa in a bad mood 

• Sometimes in a bad mood 

• Inclined to be moody 

• Openly does things he knows are vrong, in front of teacher 

• Barea a grudge, always regards punishment aa unfair 

• Bas uncooperative moods 

• K1xe.a: mostly vith unsettled types 

• Uaea bad language 

• Never thinka of gre.et:lng 

• Not ahy but never volunteers an answer 

• Not aby but never comes for help 

• Avoid• teach.er but talk.a to other children 

'Couldn't i:are whether teacher 1nea her work or oot 

• Unconcerned about 1,pproval or disapproval 

• Babitual aliclt .} iar 

• Not lethargic but uninterested and unconcerned 

• Bon:ova books from deak. without permiHion 

·• Co1lu out vith smart or cheeky re:marka 

• Geu up to all k.ind■ of tricka to gainattention 

' Misbehave■ vb.en te.acher i.a engaged with othere 

• Resentful muttering or expru■ion for a 1110ment or tvo, after reprimand 

• Re■ponda aotDeDtarily but it doe.e not last for long 

• Attend• to anything but bis vork 

• Never gets down to any aoli.d vork 
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• Inclined to fool uound 
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• Slumpa, loll■ about 
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' Sn.atchea thing• from other children 
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Baa to be encouraged to take part 

Sits quietly and meekly 

1 Never appeals to adult even vben hurt or wronged 

• Shova complete indifference 
• Selected Item.a (Table 3.1) 
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